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30 YEARS OF SPARKLING PERFORMANCES 

Thirty years ago, a group of Chicago musicians came together to celebrate 
the rich art of chamber music. Decades later, what began as an informal 
gathering has become Rembrandt Chamber Musicians, a glittering jewel in 
the crown that is Chicago classical music. 
Over the decades, our world-class artists have presented 167 transformative 
subscription concerts across greater Chicago. We’ve shared the stage with 
112 leading Midwest guest musicians. We’ve mentored nearly 200 young 
musicians through 24 years of our Annual high School Chamber Music 
Competition, and introduced countless students to classical music through 
our Power of Music program. 
Throughout, Rembrandt has persistently mined the diamonds of the 
chamber music repertoire, performing beloved classics, hidden gems and 
new pieces not yet heard. We’ve presented more than 292 works, including 
20 commissioned new compositions and arrangements, and established a 
popular holiday tradition with our annual Holiday Baroque concert. 
This year, Rembrandt celebrates its milestone season with musical jewels 
that evoke our long history while also looking forward, including Schubert’s 
Trout Quintet, Mozart’s Quintet in E-flat Major, J.S. Bach’s Brandenburg 
Concerto No. 4 and Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 arranged for chamber 
ensemble. And, in February, our all-Beethoven program celebrates the 
beloved composer’s 250th birthday.
We’ll also present two new works commissioned from renowned Chicago 
composers. First, we’re honoring a passionate early advocate for Rembrandt, 
the late Sandie Eiger Miller, with an art-inspired work by James Stephenson. 
Meanwhile, the season’s final concert will offer a new piece created by  
Stacy Garrop. 
Along the way, our 30th season will sparkle with extraordinary guest artists. 
Pianists Victor Santiago Asuncion, James Giles and Jeannie Yu, along with 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra flutist Jennifer Gunn and soprano Jennifer 
Macfarlane Haworth will join Rembrandt on the stage. And, the annual 
Holiday Baroque concert will once again feature shining performances by 
harpsichordist Stephen Alltop and soprano Josefien Stoppelenburg. 
Throughout our 30 years, the generous support of our patrons and donors 
has been the gemstone helping Rembrandt create a glittering chain of classic, 
engaging and adventurous performances—and we couldn’t be more grateful.  
I look forward to expanding our legacy together. 

Jennifer Harris 
President, Board of Directors

Welcome 3
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS

HISTORY
Founded in the fall of 1990, Rembrandt Chamber Musicians features five of the 
most highly accomplished musicians in the Chicago area, including principal 
members of the Lyric Opera of Chicago. The ensemble’s expansive repertoire, 
ranging from historically informed performances of baroque classics to 
contemporary works by local composers, has consistently garnered high praise 
and recognition.

Since its inception, Rembrandt has actively commissioned thirteen new 
works and six arrangements by renowned composers from the Chicago area 
and beyond. In 2012 Rembrandt presented the only Chicago performance of 
Wynton Marsalis’ A Fiddler’s Tale, pairing it with Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du 
Soldat. In 2008 Rembrandt began The Mahler Project, a three-year retrospective 
of Schoenberg’s chamber arrangements of Mahler’s large symphonic works, 
receiving excellent reviews from the Chicago Tribune. In 2014 Rembrandt 
commissioned and premiered a new sonata for oboe and piano by GRAMMY 
Award winner and multi-instrumentalist Howard Levy, as well as new works 
and arrangements by David Schrader, Sebastian Huydts, and Peter Labella. In 
2017 Rembrandt presented the Midwest premiere of Dana Wilson’s Gold Mosaic 
and the world premiere of Sebastian Huydts’ Trio for oboe, viola, and piano.

Deeply committed to fostering chamber music education and appreciation, 
Rembrandt founded its highly acclaimed Annual High School Chamber Music 
Competition in 1995, an event that continues to draw participants from the 
Music Institute of Chicago, Chicago Youth Symphony Orchestras, Midwest 
Young Artists, Merit School of Music, and a variety of public and private schools 
throughout the state. Winning ensembles receive cash prizes, coaching sessions 
from Rembrandt musicians, performance opportunities and participation in 
educational outreach projects for Chicago-area schools that lack an established 
music program.

In June 2015 John von Rhein of the Chicago Tribune hailed Rembrandt 
as “one of the more notable success stories in Chicago chamber music,” going 
on to say that “regular appearances by guest artists help keep Rembrandt’s 
repertory fresh and varied.” In his review of Tchaikovsky’s Souvenir de Florence, 
von Rhein praised the ensemble for its “infectious verve, spontaneity, and 
abundance of feeling.” Rembrandt’s concerts are regularly selected as the 
Chicago Tribune’s top classical music pick of the week and are rebroadcast on 
WFMT classical radio throughout the year.

MISSION
Rembrandt Chamber Musicians perpetuates chamber music as an accessible, 
engaging, and deeply personal living art form by presenting world-class 
performances of well-known masterworks and hidden gems from the Baroque 
period to the present; collaborating with renowned guest artists; commissioning 
living composers to create new musical works; and supporting young musicians 
through an annual high school chamber music competition and educational 
outreach initiatives.
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CALUM COOK, cello, 
born in Inverness, 
Scotland, is the 
Principal Cello with 
the Lyric Opera of 
Chicago and also the 
newest member of 
the Grant Park Festival Orchestra 
cello section.

Calum studied in the UK at St. 
Mary’s Music School in Edinburgh 
and the prestigious Yehudi Menuhin 
School in Surrey before winning a 
Scholarship to the Royal College of 
Music in London. 

A multiple prize winner at Royal 
College of Music, Calum has 
performed all over Europe, as soloist, 
chamber musician and orchestral 
musician. In addition to making 
his concerto debut at the age of 
15, Calum has also given concerto 
performances throughout the U.K. 
as well as performing chamber 
music at the Fairfield Hall and 
Wigmore Halls in London, and at 
the Edinburgh Festival in Scotland.

Soon after graduating, Calum 
began focussing on his orchestral 
career and won the position of sub-
principal cello in the Bournemouth 
Symphony Orchestra, which he held 
for 10 years. He also worked as guest 
Principal Cello with many prominent 
orchestras in the U.K., including 
the BBC Scottish Symphony, the 
BBC National Orchestra of Wales, 
Orchestra of Opera North, Welsh 
National Opera, Scottish Opera, 
BBC Concert Orchestra, the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra, and 
guest assistant Principal with the 
Philharmonia Orchestra, the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, and the 
English Chamber Orchestra. He also 
appeared regularly as a member 

of Kokoro, the Bournemouth 
Symphony Orchestra’s contemporary 
music ensemble.

Since moving to Chicago, Calum 
has appeared as Principal cello 
with the Chicago Philharmonic and 
regularly as a substitute with the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, as 
well as during the CSO’s MusicNow 
contemporary series. He joined the 
faculty of Northwestern University 
in 2018. 

His summer festival appearances 
have included the Bach Dynamite 
and Dancing Festival in Madison, WI, 
and The Grand Tetons Music Festival, 
WY, with fellow countryman 
Maestro Donald Runnicles.

In addition to the Lyric Opera, 
Calum now appears regularly with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
both in main season symphony 
concerts and in the acclaimed 
MusicNOW contemporary music 
series.

CAROL COOK made 
her concerto debut 
at the age of sixteen 
and has appeared as 
both a soloist and 
chamber musician 
in concert halls 
worldwide. Born in Inverness, 
Scotland, into a musical family, 
Carol has performed as soloist 
with the Chicago Philharmonic, 
Metamorphosen Chamber Orchestra 
in Boston, Edinburgh Symphony, 
Guildhall Symphony, Cambridge 
Sinfonia, and Edinburgh Players. 
She also performed the Brahms 
Double Concerto alongside her 
brother Calum with the Edinburgh 
Symphony and the Grampian 
Orchestra.

MEET OUR MUSICIANS
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Carol was appointed principal violist 
with the Lyric Opera of Chicago 
Orchestra in 2013, having been a 
member of the orchestra since 2003. 
She has also appeared as guest 
principal violist with numerous 
international orchestras, including 
the highly acclaimed Australian 
Chamber Orchestra, with whom she 
has toured extensively throughout 
Australia, New Zealand, and the 
US. She performs regularly with the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and 
has also appeared with the New 
York Philharmonic and London 
Symphony Orchestra.

As a chamber musician, Carol has 
appeared at summer festivals in 
Banff, Verbier, Montreal, La Jolla, 
Chambermusic Northwest, Mimir 
Festival, and Cactus Pear Festival 
in San Antonio. Carol was featured 
on the “Rising Star” series for two 
years running at the Caramoor 
International Festival in New York, 
and she performed with musicians 
such as Donald Weilerstein, Arnold 
Steinhardt, and Claude Frank as a 
member of the Caramoor Virtuosi. 
Carol is a former member of the 
Appalachia Waltz Trio with the 
Grammy Award-winning violinist 
Mark O’Connor. The trio toured 
extensively throughout the US. 
and released its debut album, 
Crossing Bridges, to rave reviews in 
November ’04. 

Cook holds degrees from 
The Juilliard School, Oberlin 
Conservatory, and Guildhall School, 
and studied with David Takeno, 
Roland Vamos, and Hsin-Yun Huang. 
She studied at the Verbier Academy 
in Switzerland for three summers 
with Yuri Bashmet, Paul Neubauer, 
and Roberto Diaz, and has also 
studied privately with Li-Kuo Chang.

When she is not playing her viola, 
Carol spends as much time as 
possible working on her golf game 
and also loves to go on adventures 
on her road bike.

JOHN MACFARLANE, 
violin, is currently 
Assistant Principal 
Second Violin of 
the Lyric Opera of 
Chicago Orchestra, 
concertmaster of 
Bach Week, and violinist for the 
Rembrandt Chamber Musicians. 

Macfarlane has performed and 
toured with some of America’s most 
prestigious orchestras including 
The Cleveland Orchestra and the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 

He has extensive concertmaster 
experience including leading the 
Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra, 
Breckenridge Music Festival, 
Spoleto Festival Orchestra, National 
Repertory Orchestra, and as guest 
concertmaster of the Oregon 
Symphony.

Increasingly sought after as a 
conductor, Macfarlane recently 
returned from the prestigious 
Tanglewood Music Center 
conducting seminar. His conducting 
has been featured on multiple 
live radio broadcasts on Chicago’s 
WFMT for the Rush Hour Concerts 
Series. He has conducted multiple 
concerts with the Strings Music 
Festival in Steamboat Colorado and 
has served as Assistant Conductor of 
the National Repertory Orchestra in 
Breckenridge and the Cedar Rapids 
Opera Theatre in Iowa. Macfarlane 
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received a Bachelor of Music and 
Certificate in Music Theatre from 
Northwestern University and a 
Master of Music from the University 
of Maryland.

ROBERT MORGAN 
recently completed a 
long tenure as Solo 
English Horn and 
Assistant Principal 
Oboe of the Lyric 
Opera of Chicago 
Orchestra and is a founding member 
of Rembrandt Chamber Musicians. 
An active teacher as well as 
performer, Robert is on the faculty 
of Northwestern University’s Bienen 
School of Music as senior lecturer 
in oboe performance and chamber 
music and also maintains a private 
studio. He has been the featured 
soloist with Music of the Baroque, 
performing concertos of Vivaldi, 
Bach, and Mozart, and with other 
area organizations in concertos of 
Vaughn Williams and Strauss. He 
presented the Chicago premiere 
of Joan Tower’s Island Prelude, as 
well as the world premiere of Jon 
Polifrone’s Oboe Concerto with the 
Grant Park Symphony Orchestra. 
Morgan was formerly principal oboe 
of the Carmel Festival Orchestra, 
acting associate principal oboe 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, 
and acting assistant principal 
oboe with the St. Louis Symphony 
Orchestra. He has performed with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
both during the regular season 
and the summer concert series at 
Ravinia. He has performed with 
the Guarneri Quartet and under 
noted conductors such as Carlo 
Maria Giulini, Erich Leinsdorf, Sir 

Georg Solti, Zubin Mehta, Sir Mark 
Elder, and Sir Andrew Davis. An avid 
supporter of new music, Robert has 
commissioned and performed works 
by David Schrader, Howard Levy, 
Sebastian Huydts, Jon Polifrone, and 
Ilja Hurnik.

SANDRA MORGAN 
is a graduate of 
Northwestern 
University, where 
she studied flute 
with Walfrid Kujala. 
She also studied 
extensively with Murray Panitz, 
former principal flutist of the 
Philadelphia Orchestra. She is a 
founding member of Rembrandt 
Chamber Musicians and serves as 
the Artistic Director and Educational 
Coordinator. Ms. Morgan was 
a member of the Music of the 
Baroque orchestra for over 30 
years and has appeared as a soloist 
with them on several occasions. 
She was a member of the Ars Viva 
Orchestra for over 20 years and is 
an active performer in the Chicago 
area. She has appeared as soloist on 
several occasions with Bach Week 
in Evanston and the Chicago String 
Ensemble. She has recorded on the 
Cedille label. She has performed 
under Dennis Russell Davies, Hugh 
Wolff, Leonard Slatkin, Otto Werner 
Mueller, among others. Before 
returning to the Chicago area, she 
was a member of the Oklahoma City 
Symphony Orchestra. In addition, 
she maintains a private flute studio 
and coaches chamber music.
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STEPHEN ALLTOP 
serves serves as Music 
Director of the Apollo 
Chorus of Chicago, the 
Champaign-Urbana 
Symphony Orchestra, 
the Elmhurst Symphony 
Orchestra, and the Green Lake Choral 
Institute. Dr. Alltop has served as a 
member of Northwestern University’s 
conducting and keyboard faculties 
since 1994 where he conducts the 
Alice Millar Chapel Choir and the 
Baroque Music Ensemble. 

Stephen Alltop has appeared with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
as both a harpsichord and organ 
soloist. Mr. Alltop served as principal 
organist for Soli Deo Gloria’s Chicago 
Bach Project, which included annual 
presentations of Bach’s Mass in 
b minor and the St. John and St. 
Matthew Passions from 2011-2016. He 
has performed with Boston’s Handel 
and Haydn Society, Chicago Chamber 
Musicians, Chicago Sinfonietta, 
Joffrey Ballet, Minnesota Orchestra, 
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, 
Omaha Symphony, and the Peninsula 
Music Festival. Mr. Alltop served as 
Coordinator for WFMT’s Bach Organ 
Project in the fall of 2014, a live 
performance series of all of Bach’s 
organ works, and the WFMT Bach 
Keyboard Festival for the fall of 2015. 
His recordings are on the Albany, 
American Gramaphone, Cedille, and 
Clarion labels. 

Dr. Alltop has guest conducted 
numerous orchestras and choruses 
across the United States, Europe, 
and Korea. He has worked closely 
with leading composers of the day, 
including residency projects with 
Stacy Garrop, John Corigliano, Jeff 
Beal, Eleanor Daley, Stephen Paulus, 
and Eric Whitacre, and has conducted 
world premieres of works by John 
Luther Adams, Jan Bach, Frank Ferko, 
Stephen Paulus, Joseph Schwantner, 
Alan Terricciano, and many others. 

GUEST ARTISTS

Mr. Alltop has performed with 
many leading musicians and actors 
of our time, including Hilary Hahn, 
Orli Shaham, Tony Randall, Martin 
Sheen, and Brian Dennehy. He has 
prepared ensembles for the Ravinia 
Festival, Chicago Opera Theater, The 
Oprah Winfrey Show, Star Wars in 
Concert, and Josh Groban on Tour. 
Dr. Alltop lectures frequently for the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the 
Northwestern University Alumnae 
Continuing Education Series, Osher 
Lifelong Learning, and other 
organizations. Since 2014, he has 
given presentations on leadership 
for various programs in the Kellogg 
School of Business. 

VICTOR SANTIAGO 
ASUNCION, piano, 
is hailed by The 
Washington Post 
for his “poised and 
imaginative playing.” 
He has appeared 
in concert halls in Brazil, Canada, 
Ecuador, France, Italy, Germany, 
Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, Spain, 
Turkey and the USA, as a recitalist 
and concerto soloist. He played his 
orchestral debut at the age of 18 
with the Manila Chamber Orchestra, 
and his New York recital debut in 
Carnegie’s Weill Recital Hall in 1999. 
In addition, he has worked with 
conductors including Sergio Esmilla, 
Enrique Batiz, Mei Ann Chen, Zeev 
Dorman, Arthur Weisberg, Corrick 
Brown, David Loebel, Leon Fleisher, 
Michael Stern, Jordan Tang, and 
Bobby McFerrin.

A chamber music enthusiast, he has 
performed with artists such as Lynn 
Harrell, Zuill Bailey, Andres Diaz, 
James Dunham, Antonio Meneses, 
Joshua Roman, Cho-Liang Lin, Giora 
Schmidt, the Dover, Emerson, Serafin, 
Sao Paulo, and Vega String Quartets. 
He was on the chamber music faculty 
of the Aspen Music Festival, and the 
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appeared as soloist with the CSO in 
2002 and was a soloist at the 1998 
Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln 
Center; most recently he soloed in 
Mozart’s Concerto for Bassoon with 
Music of the Baroque in January 2011. 
He also has appeared at the Eastern 
Shore Chamber Music Festival in 
Maryland, the Grand Teton Music 
Festival in Wyoming and the Saint 
Bart’s Music Festival in the Caribbean. 
He was awarded first prize in the 
1990 Gillet Competition of the 
International Double Reed Society 
and he has performed at several IDRS 
conferences since then.

A native of Canton, Ohio, Bill earned 
a bachelor of science degree in phys-
ics magna cum laude from Brown 
University in 1987. With the support 
of a DAAD fellowship, he continued 
his physics studies the following year 
at the Universität Fridericiana Karl-
sruhe in Germany. On returning to 
the United States, he studied bassoon 
performance at the Yale University 
School of Music with Arthur Weis-
berg and at the University of South-
ern California School of Music with 
Norman Herzberg. 

A member of the DePaul University 
School of Music faculty since 1998, 
Bill also coaches the bassoon section 
of the Civic Orchestra of Chicago 
and has presented master classes in 
Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, 
North Carolina, Brazil, China, Canada 
and Germany. He lives with his 
husband Lee Lichamer in Chicago’s 
Ravenswood neighborhood.

WAGNER CAMPOS, 
clarinet, is currently a 
member of Chicago 
Sinfonietta and 
Fulcrum Point New 
Music Project. He 
has participated 
in concerts with the Milwaukee, 
Alabama, Charleston and New 
World Symphonies. He also performs 
frequently with the Chicago and 
Philadelphia Orchestras, with whom 

Garth Newel Summer Music Festival. 
He was also the pianist for the Garth 
Newel Piano Quartet for three 
seasons. Festival appearances include 
the Amelia Island, Highland-Cashiers, 
Music in the Vineyards, and Santa Fe.

His recordings include the complete 
Sonatas of L. van Beethoven with 
cellist Tobias Werner, Sonatas by 
Shostakovich and Rachmaninoff 
with cellist Joseph Johnson, the 
Rachmaninoff Sonata with the cellist 
Evan Drachman, and the Chopin and 
Grieg Sonatas, also with cellist Evan 
Drachman. He is featured in the 
award winning recording “Songs My 
Father Taught Me” with Lynn Harrell, 
produced by Louise Frank and WFMT-
Chicago. Mr. Asuncion is the Founder 
and Artistic and Board Director of 
FilAm Music Foundation, a non-
profit foundation that is dedicated 
to promoting Filipino classical 
musicians through scholarship, and 
performance.

He received his Doctor of Musical 
Arts Degree in 2007 from the 
University of Maryland at College 
Park under the tutelage of Rita 
Sloan. Victor Santiago Asuncion is a 
Steinway artist.

WILLIAM BUCHMAN, 
bassoon, joined the 
Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra in 1992. He 
was appointed assistant 
principal bassoon in 
1996 and has served as 
acting principal on multiple occasions, 
including all overseas tours since 
2007. In 2008 he performed and 
toured as guest principal bassoon 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic.

Bill has played chamber music with 
pianists Daniel Barenboim, Christoph 
Eschenbach, Yefim Bronfman and 
Emanuel Ax; performed and toured 
with the Chicago Chamber Musicians, 
Chicago Pro Musica, and the Chicago 
Symphony Winds; and plays regularly 
with Music of the Baroque. He first 
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he has toured and recorded. He 
has also toured with the Galician 
Orchestra in Spain.

He enjoys being part of “The 
Broadway in Chicago” family of 
musicians, performing shows in 
the local theaters. Furthermore, he 
enjoys playing chamber music with 
groups such as Fulcrum Point, The 
Avalon String Quartet and CSO 
MusicNow, among others.

Mr. Campos has worked under a vast 
number of renowned conductors 
such as Riccardo Muti, Daniel 
Barenboim, Sir George Solti, Marris 
Jansons, Bernard Haitink, Esa-Pekka 
Salonen, Herberth Blomstedt, Charles 
Dutoit, Michael Tilson Thomas, Zubin 
Metha, David Zinman, Yannick Nezet 
Seguin, Pierre Boulez, Giancarlo 
Guerrero, Jesus Lopez Cobos, Kent 
Nagano and Edo de Waart, among 
many others.

He serves in the faculty at DePaul 
University. Prior to coming to DePaul, 
he taught at Merit School of Music, 
Sherwood Conservatory, Lake 
Forest Academy, and the Colombian 
and Costa Rican Youth Symphony 
programs. He has taught master 
classes in Chicago, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, and Puerto Rico. Mr. Campos 
had also coached the winds for 
the Chicago Protégé and Classical 
Symphonies. Recently, he was invited 
to coach the clarinet section of NYO2, 
National Youth Symphony 2, at 
Sunny-Purchase, NY.

A native of Heredia, Costa Rica, 
Wagner Campos received his musical 
education at Baylor and DePaul 
Universities. His main clarinet 
teachers include Larry Combs, John 
Yeh, Richard Shanley and Ricardo 
Morales. He participated in master 
classes given by the legendary 
clarinetist Robert Marcellus.

STEVE COHEN is 
professor of clarinet 
at Northwestern 
University. New York 
City born and formerly 
principal clarinetist 
with the New Orleans 
Symphony, Mr. Cohen joined that 
orchestra in 1975 and remained as 
principal clarinet with its successor, 
the Louisiana Philharmonic through 
May of 2004. He has been featured 
as concerto soloist with that 
orchestra many times and also at the 
Brevard Music Center, where he has 
played principal clarinet each summer 
since 1979. He has performed as 
principal clarinet with the Texas 
Opera Theater, Seoul Philharmonic, 
and Music of the Baroque orchestra, 
and has played with the Chicago 
Symphony, Chicago Lyric Opera, and 
as a chamber musician throughout 
Chicago. His masterclasses and 
recitals include Thailand, Korea, 
China, Taiwan, Europe, and the U.S. 
Guest teaching includes the Oberlin 
Conservatory, USC, and Indiana 
University among others. In 2016 he 
was also visiting professor of clarinet 
at the University of Texas in Austin. 
Previous professor at the Cincinnati 
Conservatory, active as a soloist and 
chamber performer throughout the 
U.S. and around the world, and LSU, 
he is an exclusive artist/clinician for 
Buffet clarinets and an exclusive 
Legere reed artist. He hosted the 
2001 ICA Convention in New Orleans. 
His teachers include Loren Kitt, Larry 
McDonald, Karl Leister, and Robert 
Marcellus.

WILLIAM DENTON, 
trumpet, is in his sixth 
season as Principal 
Trumpet with the Lyric 
Opera of Chicago 
and his third season 
as Assistant Principal 
Trumpet with the Grant Park Summer 
Music Festival Orchestra. He was 
a member of the trumpet faculty 
at DePaul University for five years 
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and has presented performances 
and masterclasses at Northwestern, 
Roosevelt, and Northern Illinois 
Universities. Bill frequently performs 
as Principal Trumpet with the 
Chicago Philharmonic Orchestra 
and has appeared with the Chicago 
Symphony and the Milwaukee 
Symphony. He has also performed 
works in numerous chamber 
ensembles in the Chicago area 
including Walton’s Facade with the 
Dempster Street Pro-Musica Chamber 
Ensemble, Bach’s 2nd Brandenberg 
Concerto and Poulenc’s le Bal 
Masque for WFMT radio’s Summer 
Rush Hour concerts. In 2014 Bill was 
featured as guest soloist with the 
Sibiu Philharmonic in Sibiu Romania. 
More recently he performed as guest 
soloist at the National Brass Band 
Competition Gala Concert.

STACY GARROP, music 
is centered on dramatic 
and lyrical storytelling. 
The sharing of stories is 
a defining element of 
our humanity; we strive 
to share with others 
the experiences and concepts that 
we find compelling. Stacy shares 
stories by taking audiences on sonic 
journeys—some simple and beautiful, 
while others are complicated and 
dark—depending on the needs and 
dramatic shape of the story. 

Stacy is the first Emerging Opera 
Composer of Chicago Opera 
Theater’s new Vanguard Initiative for 
2018-2020. She recently completed 
a 3-year composer-in-residence 
position with the Champaign-Urbana 
Symphony Orchestra, funded by 
New Music USA and the League of 
American Orchestras. During the 
residence, she had multiple works 
performed with the Champaign-
Urbana Symphony Orchestra while 
running several outreach programs 
for organizations and schools 
throughout the Champaign-Urbana 
region, including the Education 

Justice Project at the Danville 
Correctional Center (a medium-
security men’s prison) and the Osher 
Lifelong Learning Institute for 
adults. Stacy has previously served 
as composer-in-residence with the 
Albany Symphony and Skaneateles 
Festival, and the faculty of the Fresh 
Inc Festival (2012-2017).

Stacy has received numerous awards 
and grants including an Arts and 
Letters Award in Music from the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Letters, Fromm Music Foundation 
Grant, Barlow Prize, three Barlow 
Endowment commissions, Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra’s Elaine 
Lebenbom Memorial Award, Boston 
Choral Ensemble Competition 
Contest, Utah Arts Festival 
Composition Competition, Pittsburgh 
New Music Ensemble’s Harvey 
Gaul Composition Competition, 
Raymond and Beverly Sackler Music 
Composition Prize, Sorel Medallion 
Choral Composition Competition, 
and competitions sponsored by the 
Civic Orchestra of Chicago, Omaha 
Symphony, and the New England 
Philharmonic.

Stacy’s catalog covers a wide range, 
with works for orchestra, opera, 
wind ensemble, choir, art song, 
various sized chamber ensembles 
and an evening-length oratorio. 
She has been commissioned and 
performed by the Albany Symphony, 
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Grant 
Park Music Festival Orchestra, and 
Minnesota Orchestra; by Capitol 
Saxophone Quartet, Gaudete Brass 
Quintet, and Kronos Quartet; and 
by Chanticleer, Chicago a cappella, 
Piedmont East Bay Children’s Chorus, 
San Francisco Choral Society, and 
Volti. 

After teaching composition and 
orchestration full-time at Roosevelt 
University from 2000 to 2016, Stacy 
stepped down from her position to 
become a freelance composer. Stacy 
earned degrees in music composition 
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at the University of Michigan-Ann 
Arbor (B.M.), University of Chicago 
(M.A.), and Indiana University-
Bloomington (D.M.). 

JAMES GILES, piano, 
regularly performs 
in important musical 
centers in America, 
Europe, and Asia. 
Recent tours have 
taken him to the 
Nancy Music Festival in France, the 
Accademia Cristofori in Florence, the 
Gijon Piano Festival in Spain, and the 
Beijing International Music Festival. 
Other activities have featured a 
recording with the St. Petersburg 
Chamber Philharmonic in Russia; 
recitals in Florida, California, North 
Carolina, and France; and master 
classes in Hong Kong, Shanghai, 
Seoul, and at Yale University and 
the Cincinnati Conservatory. He is 
director of the Amalfi Coast Music 
Festival during the summers.

Dr. Giles was first prize winner at 
the New Orleans International Piano 
Competition, the Joanna Hodges 
International Piano Competition, 
the MTNA National Collegiate 
Competition, and the American 
Pianists Association Fellowship 
Awards. In an eclectic repertoire 
encompassing the solo and chamber 
music literatures, Giles is equally at 
home in the standard repertoire 
as in the music of our time. He has 
commissioned and premiered works 
by William Bolcom, C. Curtis-Smith, 
Stephen Hough, Lowell Liebermann, 
Ned Rorem, Augusta Read Thomas, 
Earl Wild, and James Wintle. Most 
of these new works are featured 
on Giles’s Albany Records release 
entitled “American Virtuoso.” His 
recording of solo works by Schumann 
and Prokofiev is available on 
England’s Master Musicians label 
and a new Schubert CD is due for 
imminent release. He recorded 
John Harbison’s Horn Trio with the 
Chicago Chamber Musicians.

He has performed with New York’s 
Jupiter Symphony; the London 
Soloists Chamber Orchestra in 
Queen Elizabeth Hall; the Kharkiv 
Philharmonic in Ukraine; and with 
the Opera Orchestra of New York 
in Alice Tully Hall. After his Tully 
Hall solo recital debut, critic Harris 
Goldsmith wrote: “Giles has a truly 
distinctive interpretive persona. This 
was beautiful pianism—direct and 
unmannered.” Other tours have 
included concerts in the Shanghai 
International Piano Festival; 
Warsaw’s Chopin Academy of Music; 
Chicago’s Dame Myra Hess Series, Salt 
Lake City’s Assembly Hall Concert 
Series, and in Weill Recital Hall at 
Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center, 
and the Musikhalle in Hamburg.

A native of North Carolina, Dr. Giles 
studied with Byron Janis at the 
Manhattan School of Music, Jerome 
Lowenthal at the Juilliard School, 
Nelita True at the Eastman School 
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of Music, and Robert Shannon at 
Oberlin College. He received early 
career assistance from the Clarisse 
B. Kampel Foundation and was 
awarded a Fulbright Grant to study in 
Italy with the legendary pianist Lazar 
Berman.

JENNIFER M. GUNN, 
flute, was appointed 
to the position of 
piccolo with the 
Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra by Maestro 
Daniel Barenboim in 
2005. Since joining the CSO, Jennifer 
has been active in the orchestra’s 
contemporary music series MusicNow, 
youth programs, and has been a 
coach for the Civic Orchestra of 
Chicago. She has been a regular 
guest artist with Dempster Street 
Pro Musica, Chicago Chamber 
Musicians, and the Music of the 
Baroque Orchestra. Prior to joining 
the CSO, Jennifer has been a member 
of the Louisville Orchestra, the 
Fort Wayne Philharmonic, and the 
Wheeling Symphony Orchestra. She 
has also performed with various 
other orchestras including the New 
York Philharmonic, the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra and the 
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

Ms. Gunn made her debut as 
soloist with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra in May of 2008 playing 
Vivaldi’s Concerto in C Major RV 443. 
She has also been a featured soloist 
on the MusicNow series playing 
Shirish Korde’s Nesting Cranes and 
has recently shared the CSO stage 
with her colleagues for Bach’s 
Brandenburg Concerto’s No. 2, No. 4, 
and No. 5.

Jennifer is a native of Pennsylvania 
and holds a Bachelor of Music Degree 
from the Mary Pappert School of 
Music at Duquesne University where 
she studied with Robert Langevin 
and Rhian Kenny. Her other teachers 
have included George Pope and Mary 
Kay Robinson.
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Jennifer is married to Jonathan 
Gunn, principal clarinetist with the 
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. The 
couple splits their time between 
Cincinnati and Chicago. 

IAN HALLAS, bass, 
became Assistant 
Principal Bassist of the 
Lyric Opera Orchestra 
in 2018 after joining 
the section in 2016 and 
playing one season as 
Acting Assistant. He holds a Bachelor 
Degree with Distinction in Research 
and Creativity from Rice University, 
where he studied with Paul Ellison, 
as well as a master’s degree from 
the University of Southern California 
under David Moore. He has also been 
heavily influenced by Chris Hanulik, 
Tim Pitts, and Todd Seeber. Ian has 
also performed with the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, Detroit Symphony, 
Atlanta Symphony, Milwaukee 
Symphony, and the Grant Park 
Orchestra. 

Ian was an award-winning fellow 
at the Tanglewood Music Center as 
well as an invited guest chamber 
musician at Spoleto Festival USA, 
where he performed with the St. 
Lawrence Quartet and members of 
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln 
Center. Additionally, he has attended 
the Aspen Music Festival, Music 
Academy of the West, and Domaine 
Forget Summer Music Academy. 

Ian also proudly maintains a studio of 
double bassists on the North Shore 
of Chicago and joined the faculty 
of Northwestern’s Bienen School of 
Music in the fall of 2018. 

JENNIFER MACFARLANE 
HAWORTH, soprano, a 
native of Iowa, is based 
in Chicago, where 
she sings with a wide 
variety of musical 
groups as a soloist and 
ensemble member. A promoter of 
early music, Jenny sings with the 
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world renowned Schola Antiqua, 
as well as the prestigious Saint 
Cecelia Choir of Saint John Cantius 
Parish, where she has performed 
and recorded numerous sacred 
works, including Mozart’s Requiem, 
and Grand Mass in c minor, Dvorak 
Mass in D, Schubert’s Mass in A, and 
Bach’s Mass in b minor. Operatic 
roles include, Musetta (La bohème) 
Susanna (Le nozze di Figaro), with 
the Millennium Chamber Players 
under the baton of Robert Treviño, 
and Zweite Dame (Die zauberflöte) 
Cinderella (Into the Woods) with 
the Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre. 
An enthusiastic performer of new 
music, she has premiered the works 
of composers Kevin Allen, Jacob 
Banks, Nicholas White, Stephanie 
Martin and Kareem Roustom. Jenny 
Holds a Master of Music from the 
Chicago College of Performing arts, a 
Bachelor of Music from Northwestern 
University and is a recipient of an 
Encouragement Award from the 
Metropolitan Opera Auditions. She 
lives with her husband and their five 
children in Park Ridge, Illinois.

DENNIS MICHEL is 
second bassoonist of 
the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra. Prior to his 
appointment in 1998, 
he served 17 years as 
principal bassoonist of 
the San Diego Symphony Orchestra. 
He is artist teacher of bassoon and 
director of woodwind chamber music 
at the Chicago College of Performing 
Arts at Roosevelt University and has 
taught at the Music Academy of the 
West in Santa Barbara, California, 
since 1988.

Dennis is a member of the Chicago 
Chamber Musicians and has been a 
featured artist with the Da Camera 
Society of Houston, SummerFest La 
Jolla, and the chamber series at New 
York’s Carnegie Recital Hall. He was 
a founding member of the Arioso 
Wind Quintet and has recorded for 

Teldec, Deutsche Grammophon, and 
Koch International Classics.

In 1996 Dennis was the recipient of 
a Fulbright Fellowship for advanced 
study with Milan Turkovic at the 
Hochschule für Musik in Vienna. 
During that time, he also performed 
with the Vienna State Opera. He 
has appeared at numerous festivals 
including Tanglewood, Grand Teton 
Festival, Bard College Festival, and 
San Luis Obispo Mozart Festival.

Dennis is a graduate of Yale 
University and has served on the 
faculties of Northwestern University, 
University of Southern California, 
University of California at San Diego, 
and San Diego State University.

NORBERT NIELUBOWSKI 
a native of Chicago, 
joined the Minnesota 
Orchestra in 1987 and 
became the orchestra’s 
contrabassoonist in 
1993. An active chamber 
music musician, he has performed at 
many music festivals throughout the 
country. 

Before joining the Minnesota 
Orchestra, he served as 
contrabassoonist of the Chicago Lyric 
Opera Orchestra, as well as principal 
bassoonist of the Hollywood 
Bowl Orchestra, the Colorado 
Music Festival Orchestra, and the 
Contemporary Chamber Players at 
the University of Chicago. In the past 
several years he has performed with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
Saint Louis Symphony, Saint Paul 
Chamber Orchestra, the Bergen 
Philharmonic, and Minnesota Opera 
Orchestra. He has worked as a studio 
musician in Los Angeles and Chicago 
on various projects, including several 
motion picture soundtracks. 

Since 1988 he has been the 
bassoonist with the Twin Cities 
chamber ensemble, The Musical 
Offering, and in 2010 he became the 
group’s co-artistic director.
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Benoit Mernier, and Paul Schoenfield.

Former concertmaster of the Aspen 
Chamber Symphony, Mr. Perry was 
on the artist-faculty of the Aspen 
Music Festival and School for nearly 
two decades and continues to 
tour the U.S. annually as founding 
violinist of the Aspen String Trio. 
Currently concertmaster of the 
Chicago Philharmonic, he has been a 
frequent guest concertmaster with 
such groups as the China National 
Symphony Orchestra, the Ravinia 
Festival Orchestra, the American 
Sinfonietta, and Orpheus Chamber 
Orchestra. Active with Orpheus since 
the late 1980s, he may be heard on 
many of the ensemble’s Deutsche 
Grammophon recordings. Mr. Perry’s 
chamber and solo recordings can 
be found on the Delos, Naxos, and 
Albany labels. He performs in the 
summers as first violinist of the 
Midsummer’s Music Festival in Door 
County, Wisconsin.

A 1985 U.S. Presidential Scholar in the 
Arts, his first prizes have included the 
International D’Angelo Competition, 
National MTNA Auditions, and the 
Juilliard Concerto Competition.

A native of Illinois, his early training 
was with John Kendall and Almita 
Vamos, followed by studies with 
Dorothy DeLay, Paul Kantor, and 
Masao Kawasaki at the Juilliard 
School. Thanks to the Nathan 
McClure Opportunities Fund, Mr. 
Perry plays on a 1711 Franciscus 
Gobetti violin, arranged by 
Chancellor John Wiley and the UW 
Foundation.

JAMES STEPHENSON, 
composer, has 
had his work 
performed by leading 
American orchestras, 
instrumentalists and 
wind ensembles 
around the world, both to critical 
acclaim and the delight of audiences. 
The composer is largely self-taught, 

Mr. Nielubowski is also a member 
of the faculty of the University of 
Minnesota School of Music and has 
given master classes at Concordia 
College, Indiana University, and the 
University of Illinois, Champaign.

His main teachers have been Willard 
Elliot, John Miller, and Louis Skinner.

He and his wife, hornist Caroline 
Lemen, live in St Paul, Minnesota. In 
addition to his musical pursuits he is 
also an accomplished woodworker 

AURELIEN PEDERZOLI 
is a graduate of the 
Paris Conservatory, 
where he studied 
with world-renowned 
teacher Jean Lenert. He 
then attended the Bern 
Hochschule, Switzerland, where he 
was in the master class of Prof. Igor 
Ozim. His primary teacher was Veda 
Reynolds, professor at the Curtis 
Institute of Music in Philadelphia. 

From 2009 until 2014, Aurelien was a 
violinist and a founding member of 
the GRAMMY nominated Spektral 
Quartet, currently in residence at 
the University of Chicago. Pederzoli 
performs with the Black Oak 
Ensemble with Desiree Ruhstrat and 
David Cunliffe from the Lincoln trio.

DAVID PERRY enjoys 
an international career 
as chamber musician, 
soloist, and teacher, 
having performed in 
Carnegie Hall, most 
of the major cultural 
centers of North and South America, 
Europe, and the Far East. Mr. Perry 
joined the Pro Arte Quartet and 
the UW-Madison faculty in 1995, 
and was granted a Paul Collins 
Endowed Professorship in 2003. 
Pro Arte celebrated its Centennial 
Anniversary in 2011-2012. Composers 
commissioned for the celebration 
include William Bolcom, John 
Harbison, Pierre Jalbert, Walter Mays, 
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making his voice truly individual 
and his life’s work all the more 
remarkable. Recent and upcoming 
premieres include the Chicago 
Symphony with Riccardo Muti, St. 
Louis (Robertson), Montreal, and 
Minnesota Orchestra (Vänskä), and 
the Cabrillo Festival (Macelaru), as 
well as the US “President’s Own” 
Marine Band. Over 150 orchestras 
and bands play his music annually.

His recent CD, “Liquid Melancholy 
the music of James Stephenson,” 
(featuring Chicago Symphony 
clarinetist John Yeh) was a 
2019 Grammy nominee for Best 
Engineered, Classical. Additionally, 
his monumental Symphony #2 
VOICES, has earned the esteemed 
Ostwald Award (2018) from the 
American Bandmasters Association, 
after just having won the 2017 
National Band Association’s annual 
Revelli Award.

His 3rd symphony VISIONS received 
its premiere in April, 2019.

The Memphis Symphony (Robert 
Moody) has plans to record his 
powerful and emotional “Concerto 
for Hope” (trumpet concerto #3) 
with soloist Ryan Anthony in the 
spring of 2019.

He celebrates his 10th anniversary as 
Composer-in-Residence with the Lake 
Forest Symphony during the 2019/20 
season.

Jim originally hails from the Greater 
Chicago area, as does his wife Sally. 
In 2007 the couple, along with their 
four children, returned to the region 
to pursue the life they now share.

JOSEFIEN 
STOPPELENBURG, 
soprano, has been 
called “an astonishing 
singer” by the 
Chicago Tribune, and 
has performed as a 
soloist in the United States, Europe, 
Asia, South America, and the Arab 
Emirates.

Her performance on Live from WFMT 
was selected as one of the best ten 
performances of 2016.

Stoppelenburg won the Chicago 
Oratorio Award as well as a second 
place in the American Prize Opera 
Competition. She performed several 
times for the Dutch Royal Family.

She has appeared with Camerata 
Amsterdam, Radio Philharmonisch 
Orkest, Noord Nederlands Orkest, 
Haymarket Opera Company, Baroque 
Music Festival Corona del Mar, 
Music of the Baroque, Boulder Bach 
Festival, the Arizona and Peoria Bach 
Festivals, and Evanston’s Bach Week 
Festival. This season she will perform 
with many musical organizations 
throughout the country and in The 
Netherlands.

Stoppelenburg is currently 
performing all over the United States 
as a specialist of Baroque Music and 
as a concert singer. Concerts this 
season include performances with 
the Rockford Symphony Orchestra, 
Newberry Consort, Baroque Music 
Festival Corona del Mar, Arizona 
Bach Festival, St Louis Bach Society, 
Rembrandt Chamber Musicians, 
Boulder Bach Festival, Champaign 
Urbana Symphony Orchestra, 
Cincinnati Bach Ensemble,Peoria 
Symphony Orchestra, Elmhurst 
Symphony Orchestra, Apollo 
Chorus of Chicago, the Peoria Bach 
Festival, and Camerata Amsterdam 
(Netherlands). 

Ensemble Brothers and Sisters 
(vocal duo Charlotte and Josefien 
Stoppelenburg and piano duo 
Martijn and Stefan Blaak) appeared 
live on Radio 4, the Dutch classical 
radio station for Classical Music and 
made their ensemble debut in the 
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam. As 
a vocal duo, Charlotte and Josefien 
have performed in nearly every 
concert hall in The Netherlands.

Stoppelenburg’s second love is 
painting and she paints frequently 
on commission. In 2018 the Peoria 



Symphony Orchestra used her 
paintings for Mussorgsky’s Pictures at 
an Exhibition.

GAIL WILLIAMS, 
horn, is admired for 
her tenure at the 
Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, her teaching 
at Northwestern 
University and at many 
clinics and workshops around the 
world, her solo and ensemble playing, 
and her support of new music.

Gail grew up on a farm in a 
musical family. Her mother studied 
percussion and viola, her brother, 
clarinet. Gail studied with Jack Covert 
at Ithaca College, then earned a 
master’s degree at Northwestern 
University and performed with Lyric 
Opera of Chicago for four years 
before winning the audition for 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
in 1978. She was assistant principal 
until winning the position of 
associate principal in 1984, where she 
remained until retiring in 1998.

Gail teaches at Northwestern 
University (since 1989), gives master 
classes at innumerable conservatories 
and workshops, is horn soloist with 
major orchestras, and is dedicated to 
performing chamber music. In 2001, 
2005, and 2009, she has served as a 
judge for the Horn Solo Competition 
in Porcia, Italy, and has coached 
young brass musicians with Summit 
Brass since 1986. She has been on 
the faculty of the Swiss Brass Week 
in Leukerbad, Switzerland for several 
years.

Gail is principal horn with the Grand 
Teton Music Festival Orchestra and 
was principal horn with the Saito 
Kenin Orchestra in Japan in 2004, 
and the World Orchestra for Peace in 
2005, 2006, 2007, and 2009.

Gail has performed as soloist with 
the Chicago Symphony, San Antonio 
Symphony, Sinfonia da Camera, New 
World Symphony, the Grand Teton 

Music Festival Orchestra, Syracuse 
Symphony, Fairbanks Symphony, 
Green Bay Symphony, and a number 
of regional orchestras.

Gail is a founding member of the 
Chicago Chamber Musicians and 
Summit Brass. She has performed 
with the Vermeer Quartet, the 
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln 
Center in New York City, the 
Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, 
the Skaneateles Music Festival, Santa 
Fe Chamber Music Festival, and the 
Olympic Peninsula Chamber Festival, 
and she was the featured artist on 
a chamber music series in Ottawa, 
Canada, with the National Arts 
Orchestra of Canada.

Gail can be heard on recordings 
from Summit Brass, including solo 
recordings 20th Century Settings 
and Deep Remembering, and 
Northwestern University’s Goddess 
Triology, featuring compositions by 
John McCabe and works for horn 
and percussion by Charles Taylor and 
Alec Wilder. A CD with the Chicago 
Chamber Musicians was nominated 
for a Grammy award.

Gail has been honored by Ithaca 
College with a Distinguished Alumni 
Award and an honorary doctorate. 
She received the Charles Deering 
McCormick Teaching Professorship 
at Northwestern University in 2005, 
which allowed her to commission 
and performed new chamber works 
by Douglas Hill, Dana Wilson, and 
Augusta Reed Thomas. She was a 
member of the IHS Advisory Council 
(1997-2000), received the Punto 
award in 2008, and was elected an 
Honorary Member is 2012.

JEANNIE YU, pianist, 
was awarded first prize 
in the Frinna Awerbuch 
Piano Competition, 
the Flint Symphony 
International Concerto 
Competition, the 
Portland Symphony International 
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Concerto Competition, and the 
Kingsville Piano Competition. She 
also earned the prestigious Gina 
Bachauer Memorial Scholarship 
Award, a full scholarship for the 
master’s degree program at 
the Juilliard School, where she 
also earned a bachelor’s degree. 
Subsequently, she was awarded 
an accompanist fellowship at the 
Peabody Conservatory of Music, 
where she received a doctor of 
musical arts.

Jeannie has performed as soloist 
with several orchestras across 
the U.S. as well as the Xiamen 
Symphony Orchestra in China. As a 
soloist and collaborative artist she 
has performed on WQXR in New 
York, WOI in Des Moines, IPR in 
Interlochen, WFMT in Chicago, and 
numerous chamber music series 
such as the Northwestern University 
Winter Chamber Music Series, the 
Green Mountain Chamber Music 
Festival, Frankly Music Series, 
Chamber Music Milwaukee, and 
Midsummer’s Music Festival.

Jeannie has taught masterclasses 
across the country and is a member 
of the Florestan Duo, which recently 
recorded the complete works for 
cello and piano by Beethoven. She 
has also recorded numerous volumes 
of music for various instruments for 
Hal Leonard Publishing Company, the 
world’s largest music publisher.

YUAN-QING YU, violin, 
leads an active life 
as a soloist, chamber 
musician, and teacher. 
A native of Shanghai, 
China, Yuan-Qing 
was appointed by 
Danial Barenboim as the Assistant 
Concertmaster of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra in 1995.

At age 17, she won the Chinese 
Nationwide Violin Competition. The 
following year, she captured second 
prize at the Menuhin International 
Violin Competition. She was awarded 
the grand prize in the Holland Music 
Sessions Competition two years 
later. Yu also took third grand prize 
in the Jacques Thibaud International 
Competition in Paris. 

She has given numerous critically 
acclaimed performances as featured 
soloist with the CSO, the Monte Carlo 
and Radio France philharmonics, 
and the London City Orchestra. She 
has performed under Christoph 
von Dohnányi, Sir Yehudi Menuhin, 
Marek Janowski, and James DePreist, 
among others. She appears in recitals 
in the U.S., Asia, and Europe. An avid 
chamber musician, Yuan-Qing has 
collaborated with Daniel Barenboim, 
Pinchas Zukerman, Menahem Pressler, 
Lang Lang, and Yo-Yo Ma.

In 2011, Yu founded Civitas Ensemble 
with her colleagues, in order to 
curate collaborative projects with 
local and international artists, and to 
bring music to the communities with 
limited resources.

Locally, she can be seen and 
heard regularly on WFMT’s Live 
programs, in concerts with Civitas 
Ensemble, on the Norton Building 
Concert Series, and the MusicNow 
series at the Harris Theater. Her 
performance of Vivaldi’s Four 
Seasons is available for download 
at http:// csosoundsandstories.org/
video/vivaldi-four-seasons-natural-
beauties/.

Yu also serves on the violin faculty 
at Northwestern University and 
Roosevelt University. Yuan-Qing Yu 
earned an Artist’s Certificate in violin 
and a Master’s Degree in music from 
Southern Methodist University.
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS  2019–2020

CONCERT I:  The Trout
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2019  3:00 pm 
Music Institute, Nichols Concert Hall, Evanston

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2019 7:30 pm 
St. James Cathedral, Chicago

Guest Artists: Victor Santiago Asuncion, piano; Ian Hallas, bass

Jim STEPHENSON Artfelt for flute, oboe, violin, viola, cello, and piano  
(1969– )  (commission in memory of Sandra Eiger Miller)  
 WORLD PREMIERE

Sandra Morgan, flute; Robert Morgan, oboe; John Macfarlane, violin;  
Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; Victor Asuncion, piano

Franz REIZENSTEIN   Trio for flute, oboe, and piano, op. 25
(1911–1968)  Allegro tranquillo 
  Andante 
  Allegro scherzando

Sandra Morgan, flute; Robert Morgan, oboe; Victor Asuncion, piano

I N T E R M I S S I O N

Franz SCHUBERT  Piano Quintet in G Minor, op. 57 
(1797—1828)  Allegro vivace
  Andante
  Scherzo: Presto
  Andantino – Allegretto
  Allegro giusto

Victor Asuncion, piano; John Macfarlane, violin;  
Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; Ian Hallas, bass

Please join the musicians for a complimentary  
ENCORE! reception after the concert.

These concerts are partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency.
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PROGRAM NOTES

James M. Stephenson
Born: 1969, Illinois

Artfelt sextet for flute, oboe, violin, viola, cello, and piano 
(commission in memory of Sandra Eiger Miller) WORLD PREMIERE
Artfelt is a commission from the Rembrandt Chamber Players, to be in tribute 
to their longtime friend Sandi Miller. Because Sandi was an artist, it was 
decided that the work should be based on a “signature painting” that she had 
created. The cover page is that painting.

At first glance, the painting appears abstract, and so I knew I wanted the 
piece to have an abstract quality to it. But the painting is also quite beautiful (in 
my opinion), and therefore I knew I also wanted to represent that quality as best 
I could. Sandi herself, in her personal artist’s statement, said:

“My work is spontaneous expression... to me, color dictates the mood, the 
direction, and the passion as it relates to everything around it. I work with 
balance and contrast, harmony and tension: all of these color the way I 
see, and serve as a direction in my work.”

After I studied the painting for a while, an image began to appear to me that I 
could not ignore. I can’t see the painting anymore without seeing this image. 
Therefore, I knew I had to try to capture that image musically. Visually, I see a 
family of animals: specifically, cows. The gray shape is the mother cow. She is 
standing, facing to the viewer’s right. Standing next to her, (behind, from the 
viewer’s perspective) is the bull—represented with the much larger red head. 
Finally, the calf, standing beneath the mother—perhaps nursing—is represented 
lower right in the painting, and has the most vivid and active colors. It almost 
appears as if the little tail is wagging, showing excitement and energy.

I first wanted to capture this youthful energy with a playful opening flute 
cadenza. The leader of the RCP, Sandie Morgan, is a flute player, and she is the 
one who approached me about this commission after hearing my piccolo sonata 
premiered. Being a playful instrument, I used the flute throughout to represent 
the calf, first at the opening, and then darting in and out of the texture, almost 
like a young calf trying to gain its parents attention. The strings and RH of 
the piano represent brush strokes for most of the piece. Because the painted 
brush strokes are visible, but not exact/defined, the scored brush strokes are 
rhythmically ambiguous, and are written to represent different pressures and 
speeds of application.

The oboe pairs with the LH of the piano and other instruments, to 
represent the artist standing back and viewing the beauty and seriousness of the 
painting as a whole. In other words, while there is much activity and color in 
the work, there is a calmness and beauty to it when taken as a whole.
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Finally, nearing the end, the entire ensemble joins in to proudly celebrate a 
completed piece of art, before adding just a few final brush strokes (our artistic 
work is never done) as touch-up.

My main goal of the work was to celebrate the beauty of another artist. All 
of Sandi’s paintings that I looked at were quite stunning and were inspirational 
to me musically.

This piece is entirely about Sandi—it is truly heartfelt, except I wanted to 
remove the “he” to make sure it was all about her; therefore: “Artfelt”.

Franz Reizenstein 
Born: June 7, 1911, Nuremberg, Germany 
Died: October 15, 1968, London, United Kingdom

Trio in A Major for flute, oboe, and piano, op. 25 (1949)
By the time Franz Reizenstein wrote his Trio in A Major in 1949, even writing 
a piece “in A Major” was a revolutionary act. Composers led by Schoenberg 
and Webern had long declared the Western system of tonal music to be played 
out, and exhausted, saying a clean break from the past was required to reignite 
the expressive capacity of music. By the 1940s, Schoenberg had developed the 
principles of “twelve-tone” serialism, a systematic way of avoiding even the hint 
of the pitch hierarchy that for centuries had formed the very grammar of music.

Reizenstein was having none of it. “In all branches of the arts there exists 
a desire to delve into decadence,” he wrote. “Any music cast in traditional 
form or idiom is suspect in their eyes, even if it is of first-rate craftsmanship.” 
He reserved his strongest critique for the serialists. “They may continue their 
delicious dance around the serial golden calf indefinitely,” he wrote in the 
British magazine The Listener. But he would not participate. 

He was not alone. Many other 20th century composers had chosen to 
develop and expand traditional harmony rather than reject it. Reizenstein 
studied with two giants on the same path—first Paul Hindemith in Germany, 
then (after fleeing the Nazis in 1934) Ralph Vaughan Williams in Britain. It was 
under Vaughan Williams’ influence that Reizenstein’s music developed the 
more open, melodic character of his later works.

But few would call Reizenstein’s music strictly traditional. The Trio 
in A Major captures several aspects of Hindemith’s influence, including a 
continually shifting tonal center. No sooner is a key implied than it yields 
to another, sometimes beat by beat. After beginning in a clear A major, the 
piano gestures toward no fewer than six different keys in the opening bars, 
playing every one of the twelve available pitches in the first ten seconds. But 
unlike Schoenberg’s twelve-tone music, Reizenstein’s twelve are still forming 
identifiable chords, even if those chords decline to fall into the expected lines. 
Imagine two modernist poets: If Schoenberg is using letters without words, 
Reizenstein allows words but eschews the grammar that once strung them 
together. The effect is at once familiar and new.
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Instead of harmonic grammar, the Trio in A Major is about melody. Each 
of the three movements starts with clear melodic lines—the first in piano, the 
second in flute, the third in flute and oboe together. Each then develops that 
material, passing it deftly from one instrument to another using clear melodic 
shapes to build a coherent texture. It is a distinctive listening experience, a 
middle path in the 20th century between traditional and radical. 

Whether that path would endure is a question Reizenstein left to listeners. 
“The general public,” he wrote, “will decide in the long run which kind of 
twentieth-century music it wants to hear.”

Franz Schubert 
Born: January 31, 1797, Himmelpfortgrund, Vienna, Austria 
Died: November 19, 1828, Vienna, Austria

Piano Quintet in A Major, D. 667 (The Trout)
The piano quintet was created in the Classical period for a practical purpose: 
to rehearse or perform a piano concerto when a full orchestra was not at hand. 
One player from each of the four string sections (violin, viola, cello, and double 
bass) played from the orchestral parts to accompany the piano soloist. 

The expressive possibilities of this ensemble quickly became clear, and 
the piano quintet became popular in its own right. But the combination of 
instruments presented a bit of a challenge. A typical orchestra in 1800 had 12 
violins, 6 violas, 3 cellos, and one double bass. Shift that balance to one player 
for each section, and the low cello and bass can easily overwhelm the higher 
strings. In 1842, Robert Schumann finally shifted that balance upward, pairing 
the piano with a standard string quartet—two violins, viola, and cello—and the 
piano quintet as we now know it was born.

Most of the piano quintets with a double bass quickly fell out of the 
repertoire, with one major exception: Franz Schubert’s Piano Quintet in A 
Major—“The Trout.” 

The idea for the quintet came from a cellist and patron who asked Schubert 
to include the tune of his popular song “Die Forelle” (The Trout). Schubert 
complied, writing a variation set on the “Trout” tune in the fourth of five 
movements—the only thing connecting the quintet to its nickname.

Even as it creates challenges, the presence of a double bass opens new 
possibilities. By expanding the range of the strings down an octave, the bass 
creates a greater space for the music. It can provide a low “pitch floor” beneath 
the other strings, a feature on clear display in the opening bars. And by taking 
over the low end of the harmony, it frees the piano to spend more time in the 
high register, including the sparkling arpeggios in parallel octaves scattered 
throughout this piece.

You might say that Schubert’s “Trout” Quintet has less to do with trout 
than with bass. 
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Composers often lean toward a certain aspect of the craft—Debussy to 
harmonic color, Beethoven to development, Reich to pattern, and so on. For 
Schubert, it is melody. Regardless of genre, there’s a sense of a story unfolding 
in Schubert, and you follow the telling by following the tune. He wrote more 
lieder (art songs) than all other genres combined—over 600 of his roughly 1,000 
compositions. The storytelling aspect of song composition affected his approach 
to every genre. The “Trout” Quintet is no exception, with clear, connected 
melodies telling the musical tale from beginning to end as if setting a text.

Written in 1819 when Schubert was 22, the quintet was created not for 
publication but (like much chamber music of the period) for the private 
enjoyment of a few friends. The score was lost, but a set of parts fortunately 
survived, and a performance edition was published ten years later—the year 
following Schubert’s tragically young death at 31. 

Listen for a skillful interplay of strings and piano in the opening Allegro 
vivace, the earmark of the best piano quintet writing. Follow the “story” in the 
gorgeous Andante through the melody. Watch the ensemble adjust nervously in 
their chairs before plunging into the rhythmic challenge of the Scherzo (Italian 
for “joke”). The Andantino brings the variations on the “Trout” melody, heard 
first in the violins, and the quintet concludes with an exuberant Allegro giusto.

—Notes ©2019 by Dale McGowan. All rights reserved
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Being Evanston’s community bank means doing our part to give 
back to the local charities and social organizations that unite and 
strengthen our communities. We’re particularly proud to support 
the Rembrandt Chamber Musicians and their dedication to making 
chamber music an accessible and engaging art form. Enjoy the 
Holiday Baroque concert!

Proud to be part of the family

Evanston Community Bank & Trust is a branch of Wintrust Bank.

EVANSTON’S COMMUNITY BANK

1740 Sherman Ave. | 901 Grove St. | Evanston, IL 60201 
847-440-0620 | www.bankevanston.com

EVANSTON 

WE’RE PROUD TO SUPPORT THE

REMBRANDT 
CHAMBER 

MUSICIANS

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM 
EVANSTON COMMUNITY BANK & TRUST
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS  2019–2020

CONCERT II:  Holiday Baroque
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2019 7:30 PM Alice Millar Chapel, Evanston

Guest Artists: Josefien Stoppelenburg, soprano; Jennifer Gunn, flute;  
Yuan-Qing Yu, violin; Aurelian Pederzoli, violin, viola; William Denton, trumpet; 
Dennis Michel, bassoon; Stephen Alltop, harpsichord and organ

J.S. BACH   Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen
(1685–1750) (Shout for joy to God in all lands), BWV 51 
  Aria: Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen
  Recitative: Wir beten zu dem Tempel an
  Aria: Höchster, mache deine Güte
  Chorale: Sei Lob und Preis mit Ehren
  Finale: Alleluja 

Josefien Stoppelenburg, soprano; William Denton, trumpet;  
John Macfarlane, violin; Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; Ian Hallas, bass; 

Stephen Alltop, harpsichord

Georg TELEMANN Viola Concerto in G Major
(1681–1767) Largo Andante
 Allegro Presto  

Carol Cook, solo viola; Yuan-Qing Yu, violin; Aurelian Pederzoli, viola; 
Calum Cook, cello; Ian Hallas, bass; Stephen Alltop, harpsichord

J.S. BACH   Concerto for oboe and violin in C Minor
(1685–1750) Allegro  Adagio  Allegro 

Robert Morgan, oboe; John Macfarlane, violin; Carol Cook, viola;  
Calum Cook, cello; Ian Hallas, bass; Stephen Alltop, harpsichord

I N T E R M I S S I O N

George HANDEL  Organ Concerto in F Major, op. 4, no. 4 
(1685 – 1759)  Allegro Adagio
  Andante Allegro

Stephen Alltop, organ; John Macfarlane, Aurelian Pederzoli, violins;  
Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; Dennis Michel, bassoon;  

Robert Morgan, oboe; Ian Hallas, bass

J.S. BACH   Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G Major 
(1685–1750)  Allegro  
  Andante in E minor  
  Presto

Jennifer Gunn, Sandra Morgan, flutes; Yuan- Qing Yu, solo violin;  
John Macfarlane, violin; Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; Ian Hallas, bass; 

Stephen Alltop, harpsichord 

Please join the musicians for a complimentary  
ENCORE! reception after the concert.

These concerts are partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency, 
and Evanston Community Bank & Trust
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PROGRAM NOTES

THE BAROQUE PERIOD (1600-1750)
When a critic in 1734 described a Rameau opera as “baroque,” he meant it was 
irregular and misshapen, like a baroque pearl. It was an insult. But the qualities 
that drew condemnation from early critics—exaggerated drama, high contrast, 
ornamentation, and complex textures—were later highly prized. “Baroque” 
shed its sneering implications, and the name stuck.

Starting with the invention of opera and ending with the death of its 
greatest practitioner, J.S. Bach, the Baroque period includes some of the most 
brilliant creations and creators in the Western canon. Though founded with the 
aim of clearing out the dense complexity of the late Renaissance, the Baroque 
ends with some of the most dense and complex music ever conceived. 

Tonight’s concert is drawn from that later style, with masterpieces by Bach 
and Telemann. Common features include perpetuum mobile (a continuous 
stream of notes, filling every gap for long spans of time); fast outer movements 
and slow, reflective inner movements; and daunting technical demands for 
soloists, marking the rise of the virtuoso in music history.

Johann Sebastian Bach 
Born: March 21, 1685, Eisenach, Germany
Died: July 28, 1750, Leipzig, Germany

Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen  
(Shout for joy to God in all lands), BWV 51 (1730)
Bach’s appointment as Thomaskantor in Leipzig in 1723 began with an 
overwhelming assignment: he was to compose new cantatas for two full cycles 
of the church year.

Writing even one church cantata is no small feat. These are complex multi-
movement liturgical compositions running 15-20 minutes, often including vocal 
soloists, choir, and orchestra and set to different texts each week, dictated by 
the church calendar. And Bach was expected (while also serving as organist, 
teaching the boy’s choir of the adjacent school, and providing music for three 
other Leipzig churches) to produce a new one nearly each week for two full 
years—more than 100 cantatas in all.

Not that he had a week to write each one. The composing was generally 
confined to Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday and Thursday, he, his copyist, 
and family members would copy out the many individual parts, often for 
every member of a choir and orchestra, plus soloists. Friday and Saturday were 
rehearsals, Sunday the performance. Then on Monday and Tuesday he would 
compose another…

It would be understandable if the resulting cantatas tended toward the 
mundane or slapdash. But the cantatas of J.S. Bach stand among his most 
important works for voice, with many considered genuine masterpieces of the 
Western canon.
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1. Arie S
Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen!
Was der Himmel und die Welt
An Geschöpfen in sich hält,
Müssen dessen Ruhm erhöhen,
Und wir wollen unserm Gott
Gleichfalls itzt ein Opfer bringen,
Daß er uns in Kreuz und Not
Allezeit hat beigestanden.

2. Rezitativ S
Wir beten zu dem Tempel an,
Da Gottes Ehre wohnet,
Da dessen Treu,
So täglich neu,
Mit lauter Segen lohnet.
Wir preisen, was er an uns hat getan.
Muß gleich der schwache Mund von 

seinen Wundern lallen,
So kann ein schlechtes Lob ihm 

dennoch wohlgefallen.

3. Arie S
Höchster, mache deine Güte
Ferner alle Morgen neu. 
 So soll vor die Vatertreu 
 Auch ein dankbares Gemüte 
 Durch ein frommes Leben weisen, 
 Daß wir deine Kinder heißen.

4. Choral S
Sei Lob und Preis mit Ehren
Gott Vater, Sohn, Heiligem Geist!
Der woll in uns vermehren,
Was er uns aus Gnaden verheißt,
Daß wir ihm fest vertrauen,
Gänzlich uns lass’n auf ihn,
Von Herzen auf ihn bauen,
Daß uns’r Herz, Mut und Sinn
Ihm festiglich anhangen;
Drauf singen wir zur Stund:
Amen, wir werdn’s erlangen,Glaub’n 

wir aus Herzensgrund.
(“Nun lob, mein Seel, den Herren,” 

verse 5)

5. Arie S
Alleluja!

Johann Sebastian Bach: Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen  
(Shout for joy to God in all lands), BWV 51

1. Aria S
Exult in God in every land!
Whatever creatures are contained
by heaven and earth
must raise up this praise,
and now we shall likewise
bring an offering to our God,
since He has stood with us
at all times during suffering and 

necessity.

2. Recitative S
We pray at your temple,
where God’s honor dwells,
where this faithfulness,
daily renewed,
is rewarded with pure blessing.
We praise what He has done for us.
Even though our weak mouth must 

gape before His wonders,
our meager praise is still pleasing to 

Him.

3. Aria S
Highest, renew Your goodness
every morning from now on. 
 Thus, before this fatherly love, 
 a thankful conscience shall display, 
 through a virtuous life,
 that we are called Your children.

4. Chorale S
Glory, and praise with honor
be to God the Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit!
He will increase in us
what He has promised us out of grace,
so that we trust fast in Him,
abandon ourselves completely to Him,
rely on Him within our hearts,
so that our heart, will, and mind
depend strongly on Him;
therefore we sing at this time:
Amen, we shall succeed,
if we believe from the depths of our 

hearts.

5. Aria S
Alleluia!
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When asked what accounted for his musical genius, Bach responded with 
typical Lutheran humility (and more than a little nonsense), “I was obliged to 
be industrious; whoever is equally industrious will succeed equally well.” 

Tonight’s cantata “Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen” was composed well 
after the initial sprint, in 1730, and is his only cantata for solo soprano and 
trumpet. The five movements offer a popular dramatic shape. It begins fast and 
bright with full ensemble, perpetuum mobile scoring, and virtuoso displays 
by both soloists. By the third movement, it has dropped to an intimate core, 
only soprano and continuo (harpsichord and cello). By the last movement, the 
jubilant spirit of the first has returned, complete with virtuoso soloists and a 
text of “Alleluja.”

Georg Philipp Telemann 
Born: March 14, 1681, Magdeburg, Germany
Died: June 25, 1767, Hamburg, Germany

Viola Concerto in G Major, TWV 51:G9 (1721)
Composers vary wildly in their output. Duruflé produced only 23 compositions 
and Ravel 85, while Mozart had 626 and Bach 1,128. But all pale in comparison 
to Georg Philipp Telemann, a German composer with more than 3,000 
compositions to his credit, including 125 concertos, more than 600 orchestral 
suites, and more than 1,000 sacred cantatas. He was assisted in this feat by 
steady employment and an unusually long and productive lifespan, especially 
for the time, composing well into his eighties.
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Telemann was a celebrated figure across Europe during his lifetime and 
held major positions as a court or church composer in cities including Leipzig, 
Frankfurt, and Hamburg. Both Bach and Handel were known to have studied 
his works, which were performed from Spain to Scandinavia and praised both 
by the public and critics.

Yet unlike Bach or Handel, some may be seeing Telemann’s name for 
the first time. Within 40 years of his death, his popularity plummeted and 
his works entered more than a century of obscurity. Half were lost, the rest 
unperformed. Telemann’s name, once acclaimed, became synonymous with 
mediocrity.

Part of the cause was the skyrocketing reputation of Bach in the early 19th 
century, to whom Telemann was unfavorably compared. At one point the insult 
Veilschreiber (“writer of quantity” instead of quality) was attached to Telemann 
by a Bach biographer. It became a faddish means of dismissing his work. 

One indication that fashionable Telemann-bashing was clouding some 
judgments: two cantatas attributed to Bach and praised by Bach biographers as 
vastly superior to Telemann’s were discovered later to have been composed…by 
Telemann. 

Over time, musicologists found room in the late Baroque for some 
reconsiderations. A Telemann revival that began in the mid-20th century has 
brought much of his music back to publication, performance, and appreciation.

The Telemann Viola Concerto in G Major is believed to have been the first 
ever written for the middle child of the string section. It is also among the best 
known and most performed of Telemann’s concertos. Because the viola’s range 
sits in the midrange of the accompanying strings, it can be a challenge to keep 
the soloist at the forefront. That Telemann succeeds not only in this, but in 
crafting a tour de force concerto—from the regal French overture start to the 
exciting and demanding Presto finish—is a testament to a great composer once 
lost and now found.

Johann Sebastian Bach

Concerto for Oboe and Violin in C Minor, BWV 1060R
Nearly 80 years passed after the death of Johann Sebastian Bach before his work 
began to draw the attention that would fix his place in the canon. Only then was 
a real effort begun to identify and catalog his works, a process that consumed 
more than a century. And by the time the Bach-Werke-Verzeichnis (BWV) was 
finished in 1950, 17 works known to have once existed were listed as lost.

But there was a category even more intriguing—works only assumed from 
tantalizing clues to have once existed. Among these was a concerto in C minor 
for two unknown instruments, with strings and harpsichord continuo.

The evidence for its existence was a double harpsichord concerto in C 
minor, credited to Bach but in the handwriting of Johann Christoph Altnickol, 
his copyist and later son-in-law. All of Bach’s double-harpsichord concertos are 
thought to have been transcriptions of earlier works for other instruments. In 
most cases, both the original and the transcription survive, but the C minor 
concerto existed only in the double-harpsichord version. The original was gone.
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An effort began in the 1920s to “reverse-engineer” the original concerto. 
Musicologists used the other double-harpsichord concertos, the ones for which 
both original and transcription still exist, as a kind of Rosetta stone for Bach’s 
transcription technique. By teasing apart the melody lines and studying their 
contours and ranges, the piece was determined (after much debate) to have been 
written for oboe and solo violin. Features such as trills and other ornaments, 
which help sustain long notes for the quick-decaying harpsichord, were 
removed and appropriate elements for oboe and violin restored, all with an eye 
to capturing the likely form and spirit of the lost original. 

Tonight’s concerto is the result of that careful labor, bringing back to life 
one of the most mature works of Bach’s fruitful period as Kapellmeister in the 
court at Köthen (1717-1723). The special nature of these re-imagined works is 
noted with a capital R for ‘reconstruction’ at the end of the catalog number—in 
this case BWV 1060R.

The opening Allegro displays the deft handling of solos and ensemble 
that characterized Bach at the height of his skill, with melodic fragments 
dancing from oboe to violin and into the strings, driven by the energy of 
perpetuum mobile. The Andante puts the soloists into a sweet, intimate duet, 
orchestra hanging back as if loathe to intrude. The final Allegro brings back the 
perpetuum mobile energy and includes some jaw-dropping passagework that 
only a violin could hope to play. It was these passages that quickly settled the 
identity of one of the two solo instruments. 

George Frideric Handel 
Born: February 23, 1685, Halle (Saale), Germany
Died: April 14, 1759, London, United Kingdom

Organ Concerto in F Major, op. 4, no. 4 (1735)
“One may say that Handel, in particular, is not easily surpassed by anyone in 
organ playing, unless it be by Bach in Leipzig.”  

–Johann Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister (1739)
Many great composers were first great performers. The fact that Chopin and 
Liszt were acclaimed virtuoso pianists affected both their focus (writing almost 
nothing but works for piano) and the stunning quality of their writing for the 
instrument.

Bach and Handel, born within a month of each other in 1685, were 
celebrated at least as much for their skill as organists as they were for their 
compositions—and both wrote extensively and brilliantly for the instrument.

In the 1730s, Handel was deeply involved in the production of operas and 
oratorios in London. It was a time of pitched competition among several opera 
companies in the city, each trying new innovations to capture and keep an 
audience. When a rival company retained the services of the sensational one-
name castrato Farinelli—arguably the greatest opera singer of the age—Handel 
turned to his own reputation as one of the great living organists to attract a 
crowd.

After moving his company to the newly-built Theatre Royal in Covent 
Garden in 1734, Handel had a large chamber organ installed at center stage. 
The London Post announced “a large new Organ, which is remarkable for the 
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Variety of Curious Stops, being a new Invention, and a great Improvement 
of that Instrument.” Handel composed his Op. 4 organ concertos, a set of six 
pieces for chamber organ and orchestra, to be played as interludes between 
sections of his popular oratorios, with himself at the keyboard.

Th e fourth concerto of the set was fi rst performed on April 1, 1735 as an 
interlude to the oratorio Athalia.

Despite the grand description in the Post, chamber organs are usually 
small, intended not for grand venues but for smaller rooms. Th e sound is more 
constrained and intimate than a full organ, which tends to overbalance any but 
the largest orchestral forces. 

Th e opening Allegro sets a joyful tone, including once again the perpetuum 
mobile fl ow so characteristic of the era. Aft er the elegant and simple Andante 
movement, a brief Adagio features solo organ alone in an introspective minor 
before launching into an Allegro that is Handel at his most jubilant—a high bar 
for the composer of the “Hallelujah” Chorus.

Johann Sebastian Bach

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G Major, BWV 1049 (1721)
When Bach presented the scores of six concertos for diverse instruments to the 
Margrave of Brandenburg in 1721, he added a dedication:

As I had the good fortune a few years ago to be heard by Your Royal 
Highness, at Your Highness’s commands and as I noticed then that 
Your Highness took some pleasure in the little talents which Heaven has 
given me for Music… I have nothing more at heart, than to be able to be 
employed in some opportunities more worthy of Him and of his service.

It was essentially a job application, though not a successful one. Th at’s not 
because of the concertos themselves, which were shelved and never heard 
in Bach’s lifetime nor for a century aft erward. Th e scores were discovered in 
the Brandenburg archive in 1849, published and performed—and promptly 
recognized as six masterworks at or near the pinnacle of Bach’s oeuvre.

unionpizza.com

You're neighborhood restaurantYour neighborhood restaurant
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Technically speaking, a concerto is a piece for one soloist with an 
accompanying ensemble. Each of the Brandenburg Concertos is really a 
concerto grosso, which features a small group of instruments (the concertino) 
with that larger accompanying ensemble (ripieno). Contrast is perhaps the 
central creative principle of Baroque music, and both concerto and concerto 
grosso embody that idea by pitting small and large against each other to create 
a distinctive narrative.

Bach indicated that the concertino group for Brandenburg Concerto No. 
4 should be one violin and two fiauti d’echo, or “echo flutes.” No one knows 
for sure what he meant by this, since neither he nor anyone else had used the 
term before. Modern performances use either recorders or flutes; tonight’s 
performance features flutes.

The piece itself is overflowing with the best of the late Baroque: charming 
and playful in the Allegro; trading of two-note sighs between concertino and 
ripieno in the Andante; and a gloriously inventive mini-fugue in the Presto. 

There is so much virtuosity required in the piece, but two moments stand 
out, both in the solo violin. Three minutes into the first movement, the violin 
takes a breathtaking roller coaster ride of 32nd notes—264 notes in about 20 
seconds. (Don’t worry, you will not miss it.) Then halfway through the final 
movement the unbroken perpetuum mobile—which has been as straightforward 
as a sewing machine—is broken by repeated downward swoops in the violin 
solo, followed by another roller coaster flight. It all leads to a thrilling rapid 
two-string technique called bariolage that some violinists have nicknamed “the 
electric toothbrush.” Again, you won’t miss it.

It’s hard to imagine that this 
concerto and its five siblings lay silent 
in a drawer for more than a century—
and harder still to think that they 
might have remained there.  

—Notes ©2019 by  Dale McGowan.  
All rights reserved.
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS  2019–2020

CONCERT III:  Beethoven 250
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2020 3:00 PM
Music Institute, Nichols Concert Hall, Evanston

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2020 7:30 PM
Cliff Dwellers, Chicago 

Guest Artist: James Giles, piano; Ian Hallas, bass

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN  Duet with Two Obligato Eyeglasses 
(1770 – 1827) for viola and bass 
  Allegro
  Minuetto. Allegretto

Carol Cook, viola; Ian Hallas, bass

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN  String Trio No. 4 in D Major, op. 9, no. 2
(1770 – 1827)  Allegretto
  Andante quasi allegretto
  Menuetto—Allegro
  Rondo—Allegro

John Macfarlane, violin; Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello

I N T E R M I S S I O N

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN  Piano Trio in B-flat Major (“Archduke”)
(1770 – 1827)  Allegro moderato
  Scherzo (Allegro)
  Andante cantabile ma però con moto.  
   Poco piu adagio
  Allegro moderato—Presto

James Giles, piano; John Macfarlane, violin; Calum Cook, cello

Please join the musicians for a complimentary  
ENCORE! reception after the concert.

These concerts are partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency.
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Ludwig van Beethoven 
Born: December 16, 1770, Bonn, Germany
Died: March 26, 1827, Vienna, Austria

He is alone—hair and clothes unkempt, face in a scowl, sitting at a piano in a 
darkening room, scratching notes furiously onto scattered papers. No other 
composer is fused as tightly to his popular image as Beethoven. His story was 
irresistible to the mythmaking of the Romantic era he helped launch and 
define—the musical genius who persevered despite encroaching deafness, 
pioneering innovations of form and style and harmony in masterworks he 
would never hear, creating beauty and power even as he was consumed by rage 
against the silence.

Though there is plenty of evidence to sustain that image, it is only one side 
of Beethoven’s complex and often contradictory character. In his 20s he was 
optimistic and confident, except when he was crushed with despair and self-
doubt (“I shall soon go mad in consequence of my unmerited fame”). Friends 
described a witty, sociable companion—except when he would fly into a rage, 
eviscerating a companion in public or throwing a plate of food at the head of a 
waiter who had displeased him. He was a champion of the common people and 
famously destroyed the dedication page of his “Bonaparte” Symphony when 
Napoleon declared himself Emperor—but quietly encouraged rumors that the 

“van” in his name signified royalty and that he was the bastard son of Frederick 
the Great. In later years he was moody and solitary—except when he delighted 
in the company of lifelong friends or in the praise and respect of an adoring 
public.

So the darkness that colored his outlook in his 30s as the deafness 
intensified was not new; it pulled an existing thread in his temperament. The 
myth then grew from his very real struggle against what must have felt like 
ironic punishment for an unnamed crime, one that drove him to describe 
thoughts of suicide in a heartfelt letter to his brothers in 1802:

What a humiliation when someone stood beside me and heard a flute in 
the distance and I heard nothing, or someone heard the shepherd singing 
and again I heard nothing, such incidents brought me to the verge of 
despair, but little more and I would have put an end to my life—only art 
it was that withheld me, ah it seemed impossible to leave the world until I 
had produced all that I felt called upon me to produce....

He was 31, with nearly all of his greatest works ahead.
Beethoven’s output is typically divided into three periods: Classical, 

Transitional, and Romantic. He admired Mozart, who died when Beethoven 
was 21, and was widely considered his successor. So it is not surprising that the 
compositions of his 20s are classical in form and style, relatively restrained, 
balanced, traditional. 
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The middle period (roughly 1802-1812) finds him gradually breaking free of 
classical conventions, pushing the boundaries of form, range, dynamics, and 
harmonic language with such masterpieces as the Appassionata Sonata, the 
Razumovsky string quartets, and the Third and Fifth Symphonies.

In his final 15 years, Beethoven wrote in a Romantic style fueled more by 
individual expression than convention: a seven-movement string quartet with 
daring harmony and form; a series of piano sonatas that remain among the 
most challenging in the repertoire; a landmark symphony of unprecedented 
length, for an orchestra of unprecedented size, with full chorus and vocal 
soloists singing the poetry of universal brotherhood.

That Beethoven composed while deaf is not amazing. It’s not difficult for 
a well-trained musician to form workable chords and melodies without ever 
playing or hearing a note of it. What is astonishing is that Beethoven composed 
at the level he did, innovating and changing the direction of Western music 
without hearing it—or perhaps more accurately, while hearing it only in his 

“mind’s ear.”

Ludwig van Beethoven

Duet with Two Obbligato Eyeglasses  
for viola and cello (1796)
More than 100 surviving notes and letters place one person near the center of 
every aspect of Beethoven’s life: Count Nikolaus Zmeskall von Domanovecz.
A mid-level functionary at the Hungarian Chancellery in Vienna, Zmeskall 
was also a skilled amateur cellist. He met Beethoven after a concert of the 
composer’s chamber music in the 1790s, and they remained close friends until 
Beethoven’s death in 1827.

The notes reveal a relaxed, informal friendship. They socialized (“Let us 
meet at 6 o’clock at the Schwann Inn,” wrote Beethoven, “and drink some of 
their dreadful red wine”). They also made music together, and Zmeskall advised 
Beethoven about finances and the details of his career, even providing him 
with the special quill pens he used to copy his music (which Beethoven would 
request by writing, “Kindly pluck some feathers out of yourself”).

Beethoven often teased Zmeskall about the whiff of aristocracy in his title 
of Count. “To his most noble and well-born von Zmeskall,” starts a typical 
note, “Imperial and Royal, likewise Royal and Imperial Court Secretary, His 
high-born Von Zmeskall is requested kindly to say where one can speak with 
him to-morrow.” One note began with “Baron…Baron…Baron!” as lyrics set to 
a line of music. He called him “The Music Count,” “Your Highness,” “My Very 
Cheap Baron,” and “Dearest Scavenger of a Baron,” revealing both their casual 
relationship and Beethoven’s conflicted yearnings toward nobility.

Their friendship was also deeply musical. Nearly all of Beethoven’s late 
chamber works were premiered at Zmeskall’s home, and Beethoven dedicated 
the groundbreaking String Quartet No. 11 in F minor to his friend. Zmeskall 
was a presence at Beethoven’s concerts to the very end—the premiere of his 
historic Ninth Symphony, which Zmeskall attended despite his own failing 
health.
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In 1912, one movement of a duet for viola and cello was discovered among 
Beethoven’s folios—hastily scribbled even for Beethoven, partly illegible, and 
lacking such finishing touches as dynamics. A Minuet for the same instruments 
(with matching character, ink, paper, and sloppiness) was discovered in 1948 
and determined to be the second movement. A presumed third movement, if 
ever written, was never found. In any case, the duet was clearly meant not for 
publication but for the private enjoyment of an audience of two—the composer 
and his closest friend. 

The subtitle appended by Beethoven—“With Two Eyeglasses Obbligato”—
alluded to the fact that the composer had recently joined his friend the Count in 
needing eyeglasses to read music.

For this performance, Zmeskall’s cello part will be played on double bass.

Ludwig van Beethoven

String Trio No. 4 in D Major, op. 9, no. 2 (1798)
The string trio genre is like a transitional fossil—descended from important 
forms and leading to others, but grabbing little spotlight itself. It came about as 
the Baroque style gave way to the Classical, and the harpsichord, the hallmark 
of the Baroque sound, fell away. Among the casualties of this stylistic revolution 
was the popular Baroque trio sonata, which lost its harpsichord to become a 
string trio—first two violins and cello, then violin, viola, and cello.

Beethoven’s five string trios illustrate the short but important life span of 
this genre. He wrote and published all five in a two-year span, 1797 to 1799, then 
switched entirely to string quartets, never writing another trio. Most composers 
followed suit, and the string trio followed the trio sonata into almost complete 
retirement. 
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The string trios occupy an interesting middle ground in Beethoven’s 
development. The genre itself was on the way out—he abandoned it entirely 
after this set, turning instead to string quartets. But they also look forward, 
anticipating features of Beethoven symphonies yet to come. Musicologist 
Steven Ledbetter suggests that Beethoven used the trios in the 1790s to practice 
symphonic techniques without actually writing a symphony. He had reason to 
hesitate before launching into the symphony genre. A long shadow was cast by 
Mozart’s 41 symphonies—including 37 written before Beethoven’s age at the 
time of this trio—and by nearly 100 symphonies already completed by Haydn, 
who had been Beethoven’s teacher, had often judged him harshly, and was still 
alive. 

To avoid unflattering comparisons, Beethoven practiced “symphony” 
writing first on this very small scale, including four-movement forms and the 
complex, long-form development of motives and melodies.

He was clearly pleased with the result. Beethoven called the three Op. 9 
trios, including tonight’s selection, “the best of my works” up to that time. Even 
in the simple intimacy of the trio, you can hear the seeds of symphonies to 
come—the obsessive working-out of motives, the funereal slow movement, and 
a skillful and varied Rondo finale that shows clear signs of finally shaking the 
dust of Papa Haydn from his boots.

Ludwig van Beethoven

Piano Trio in B-flat Major (Archduke), op. 97
One scene in Beethoven’s life is most often held up as the ultimate collision of 
triumph and tragedy—the composer being led to the edge of the stage after the 
premiere of his Ninth Symphony in 1824 to see the applause he could not hear. 
But another premiere, ten years earlier and a half mile away, rivals that moment 
for both triumph and tragedy: the premiere of the “Archduke” Piano Trio.

The last of his seven piano trios, the Archduke is also acclaimed as his 
finest, a capstone of his middle period. Dedicated to Archduke Rudolph, the 
piece was first performed publicly in May 1814 with the composer at the piano.

It did not go well. 
Chamber music is a subtle conversation between the players. The ability to 

listen and respond is vital as phrases and motives are passed from one to the 
next, and great sensitivity is required to fulfill the intentions of the composer. 
The Archduke is a masterpiece of subtlety and grace, a masterpiece of intimate 
discourse. Listen in the first minute alone as a calm but expansive melody 
begins in piano over gently rocking eighth notes, and is joined at its peak by 
violin and cello, which seamlessly fall into an achingly expressive duet before 
taking up the opening theme themselves with the support of those gently 
rocking eighths in the piano. When performed well, the listener can feel that 
slight embarrassed flush of eavesdropping on whispered intimacies. And it 
continues: The impish passages of pizzicato; the subtle smirks and jests of the 
Scherzo; the breathless, pin-drop beauty of the hymn variations in the Andante 
cantabile; the unpredictable, capricious Finale. There is just so much here.
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Knowing that he had composed a work of such nuance, it’s both 
understandable and unthinkable that Beethoven insisted on playing the 
premiere. Yes, he had been a renowned pianist as much as a composer and 
wanted to be a part of the brilliant conversation he had written. But his now-
profound deafness meant that he lacked the ability to realize his own creative 
intentions.

The violinist and composer Louis Spohr offered a stark appraisal of the 
performance:

On account of his deafness, there was scarcely anything left of the 
virtuosity of the artist which had formerly been so greatly admired. In 
forte passages the poor deaf man pounded on the keys till the strings 
jangled, and in piano he played so softly that whole groups of notes were 
omitted, so that the music was unintelligible. I was deeply saddened at 
so harsh a fate. It is a great misfortune for anyone to be deaf, but how 
can a musician endure it without giving way to despair? From now on 
Beethoven’s continual melancholy was no longer a riddle to me.
Beethoven would have been well aware that his masterpiece had a poor 

debut, that he was to blame, and that he no longer had the skills to play for 
an audience. Aside from a brief song accompaniment the following year, the 
Archduke premiere was the last time he performed in public.

—Notes ©2019 by  Dale McGowan. All rights reserved
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS  2019–2020

CONCERT IV:  The Winds of Spring
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18, 2020 7:30 PM  
Cliff Dwellers, Chicago

SUNDAY, MARCH 22, 2020 3:00 PM  
Music Institute, Nichols Concert Hall, Evanston

Guest Artists: Victor Santiago Asuncion, piano; Norbert Nielubowski, bas-
soon; Gail Williams, French horn; Wagner Campos, clarinet

Winners of Our 25th Annual High School Chamber Music Competition 
Pieces to be announced.

Wolfgang MOZART Quintet in E-flat Major for piano and winds, K. 452
(1756 – 1791)  Largo—Allegro moderato 
  Larghetto 
  Allegretto 

Victor Asuncion, piano; Robert Morgan, oboe; Wagner Campos, clarinet; 
Norbert Nielubowski, bassoon; Gail Williams, horn

Carl NIELSEN Wind Quintet, op.43
(1865 – 1931  Allegro ben moderato
  Menuet
  Praeludium 
  Tema con Variazioni

Sandra Morgan, flute; Robert Morgan, oboe; Wagner Campos, clarinet; 
Norbert Nielubowski, bassoon; Gail Williams, horn

I N T E R M I S S I O N

Ludwig BEETHOVEN  Quintet in E-flat Major for piano and winds, op. 16 
(1770 – 1827)

Victor Asuncion, piano; Robert Morgan, oboe; Wagner Campos, clarinet; 
Norbert Nielubowski, bassoon; Gail Williams, horn

Please join the musicians for a complimentary  
ENCORE! reception after the concert.

These concerts are partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency.
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Born: January 27, 1756, Salzburg, Austria
Died: December 5, 1791, Vienna, Austria

Quintet in E-flat Major for piano and winds, K. 452 (1784)
Mozart’s works are numbered chronologically from K. 1 (ten measures for 
harpsichord, composed at age five) to K. 626 (the Requiem, left unfinished 
when he died at 35). So when in a letter to his father he said of his Quintet in 
E-flat Major for piano and winds, K. 452, “I myself consider it to be the best 
thing I have written in my life,” he was comparing it to 451 other compositions—
including 16 string quartets, 16 piano concertos, 37 symphonies, and a dozen 
operas—all by no less a composer than Mozart.

Whether the claim quite stands up is less important than knowing he 
loved it enough to risk overselling it. And his affection was not misplaced—
the Quintet is brilliant, with no end of apt descriptors: joyful, energetic, and 
sparkling in the first movement; elegant and poised in the second; playful and 
clever in the Finale.

Not all great composers write well for every medium. Mention Beethoven 
to a singer, for instance. But Mozart achieved a rare mastery across the board 
by studying the nuances, limits, and possibilities of piano, voice, and every 
instrument of the orchestra until he could call on each to its maximum 
potential. Nowhere is this clearer than in his writing for winds. By knowing 
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intimately how each of these idiosyncratic instruments sounds in every part of 
its range, Mozart then applies spacing and articulation to create textures that 
are clear, elegant, sparkling, and energetic in turn.

Now add this mastery of winds to his brilliant writing for the piano, and 
the stage is set for the real questions: How will the winds relate to each other? 
How will they interact with the piano? And how will the full ensemble work 
together to spin out the elements of the music itself?

There’s often a moment in a piece of music when you realize you are in very 
good hands. One such moment, a passage that Mozart probably had in mind 
when he wrote so effusively about the quintet, arrives roughly one minute in. 
After a gentle opening conversation between piano and winds, the piano begins 
to outline chords with lovely rolling arpeggios. The bassoon plays a falling scale; 
the horn answers with another falling scale, starting one step higher; clarinet 
follows, then oboe. It’s one of those captivating little moments that makes 
your eyes slowly close, your mouth drop open. (Don’t worry, no one can see 
you—their eyes are closed too.) It’s the first of many such moments in the piece 
Mozart loved most of all.

Ludwig van Beethoven 
Born: December 16, 1770, Bonn, Germany
Died: March 26, 1827, Vienna, Austria

Quintet in E-flat Major for piano and winds, Op. 16 (1796)
Beethoven was 26 when he wrote this quintet, and the Classical style—with its 
preference for balance, clarity, and formal simplicity—was still very much in 
vogue. The Romantic revolution in style that he would help lead was years away. 
His aspiration in 1796 was simply to be the next Mozart. He had been touted as 
the likely successor to that crown for years, and his response was not to separate 
himself (yet) but to embrace and even imitate Mozart in form and style. 

This quintet for piano and winds is a good example of this embrace. 
Though he never said so explicitly, it is clearly and directly inspired by the 
Mozart quintet for piano and winds (K. 452) that opened this concert. The 
instrumentation is identical, as is the complete key scheme, and even some of 
the elements of composition are imitated. That lovely, eye-closing moment one 
minute into the Mozart quintet, the winds trading downward scales? You can 
hear it echoed in spirit in the Beethoven at the same spot, about one minute in, 
though this time it’s wind arpeggios—first horn, then clarinet, then bassoon, 
then oboe.

So does all this close imitation show Beethoven’s lack of confidence? Quite 
the opposite. When he was unsure of himself, Beethoven would avoid a genre 
completely. The idea of writing either a symphony or a string quartet in the 
1790s was still unsettling to him. In addition to Mozart, he had to deal with 
the towering figure of his former composition teacher Joseph Haydn, 38 years 
his senior and the virtual originator of both genres. Though he would find the 
mettle to invite comparison in those forms a few years later, he wasn’t yet ready 
in his 20s.
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By writing a quintet for piano and winds with such clear parallels to the 
Mozart, Beethoven was precisely inviting comparison, acknowledging the 
genius of his predecessor while affirming his own readiness to stand beside him. 
And Beethoven’s distinctive voice is far from entirely suppressed. The dotted 
rhythms and staccato passages immediately following that moment of tribute 
at the one-minute mark, for example, hint at the Beethoven yet to come, as does 
the 60-bar coda that ends the first movement, after the piano cadenza—very 
Beethoven, that long goodbye—as well as the piano writing throughout the last 
two movements, at turns deeply felt and exhilarating.

Carl Nielsen 
Born: June 9, 1865, Sortelung, near Norre Lyndelse, Denmark
Died: Oct. 3, 1931, Copenhagen, Denmark

Wind Quintet, op.43 (1922)

On a fall evening in 1921, the telephone rang in the home of Danish pianist 
Christian Christiansen. The caller was his friend and musical collaborator Carl 
Nielsen, the foremost living Danish composer. 

Minutes into the conversation, Nielsen stopped mid-sentence to ask what 
on Earth he was hearing in the background. Christiansen explained that he was 
accompanying four members of the Copenhagen Wind Quintet— flute, oboe, 
French horn, bassoon—as they rehearsed a sinfonia concertante by Mozart. The 
winds had continued the rehearsal in the next room as he took the call.

The composer was so captivated by what he heard that he asked if he could 
come by immediately to hear it in first hand. Minutes later he was there, and 
the rehearsal resumed.

Nielsen had written for many combinations, including string quartet, voice 
and piano, choir, and the full symphony orchestra. But despite a long and 
varied career, he realized that he had never written for an ensemble like this—a 
small group of disparate winds. 

“One of the chief difficulties of this combination,” wrote Nielsen biographer 
Robert Simpson years later, “is the fact that the instruments do not blend.” It’s 
true. The orchestral string section is essentially one enormous instrument with 
a seven-octave range, so the blend is inherent. Similar with brass or a choir of 
human voices. But woodwinds are distinctive, quirky individuals. Pair horn 
and trombone and you have a new, blended color. But if you pair reedy oboe 
with the rounded sound of a clarinet, you get oboe-plus-clarinet—a lovely 
sound, but one in which both colors are still clearly present. Add a horn to the 
ensemble, and the contrasts and combinations multiply.
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Nielsen was captivated by the possibilities, especially with players of 
this quality: The members of the Copenhagen Wind Quintet were the finest 
performers on their respective instruments in Denmark. It was also a good time 
for Nielsen to tackle a composition of these dimensions and a bright spirit. He 
was just finishing his dark, powerful Fifth Symphony, a task that had exhausted 
him physically and emotionally. The lightness of the winds appealed to him as 
an antidote to that experience. 

The composer and the musicians (with their clarinetist colleague rounding 
out the quintet) became collaborators and friends. As Nielsen wrote the Wind 
Quintet that was to become perhaps the defining work of his career, he wove the 
personalities of his new friends into each part, and the music is suffused with 
the lightness, humor, and optimism of new friendship.

When the piece premiered the following autumn, it was immediately 
acclaimed as a brilliant contribution to the literature for chamber winds. “It 
is more than arguable that his Wind Quintet is the subtlest and finest ever 
written,” said Simpson.

Nielsen made a further pledge to write a solo concerto for each of the five 
instruments, each dedicated to the respective members of the Copenhagen 
Wind Quintet. The flute and clarinet concertos he completed rank high in the 
repertoire for those instruments. Only his death in 1931 prevented completion of 
the others.

The music at Nielsen’s funeral included a performance of the Wind Quintet. 
—Notes ©2019 by  Dale McGowan. All rights reserved
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REMBRANDT CHAMBER MUSICIANS  2019–2020

CONCERT V:  30th Anniversary Celebration
SUNDAY, MAY 31, 2020 3:00 PM
Music Institute, Nichols Concert Hall, Evanston

Guest Artists: Jennifer Macfarlane Haworth, soprano; Jeannie Yu, piano; 
Steve Cohen, clarinet; William Buchman, bassoon; Gail Williams, horn;  
David Perry, violin; Ian Hallas, bass

Stacy GARROP: Chiaroscuro for piano, flute, oboe, 
(1969– ) violin, viola and cello 
 (Commission in honor of Rembrandt’s 30th Anniversary)

Jeannie Yu, piano; Sandra Morgan, flute; Robert Morgan, oboe;  
John Macfarlane, violin; Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello

I N T E R M I S S I O N

Gustav MAHLER  Symphony No. 4 in G Major
(1860—1911) (arranged for chamber ensemble by Erwin Stein)

Jennifer Macfarlane Haworth, soprano; Sandra Morgan, flute;  
Robert Morgan, oboe; Steve Cohen, clarinet; William Buchman, bassoon;  

Gail Williams, horn; David Perry, violin; Carol Cook, viola; Calum Cook, cello; 
Ian Hallas, bass; Jeannie Yu, piano

Please join the musicians for a complimentary  
ENCORE! reception after the concert.

These concerts are partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency, 
and The Elizabeth F. Cheny Foundation
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Stacy Garrop
Born: December 5, 1969, Columbus, Ohio

Chiaroscuro for piano, flute, oboe, violin, viola and cello 
(Commission in honor of Rembrandt’s 30th Anniversary)
In celebration of the Rembrandt Chamber Players’ 30th Anniversary season, I 
am composing a new work that delves into a favorite painting technique of the 
ensemble’s namesake. Dutch painter Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (1606-
1669) produced highly dramatic paintings using chiaroscuro, a means of giving 
his paintings the impression of depth by strategically placing a ray of light on 
his subjects, leaving the rest of the picture in shadow or darkness. In my new 
work, Chiaroscuro, the musicians will emerge from darkness to joyously dance 
in beams of light.

Gustav Mahler 
Born: July 7, 1860 Kalischt, Bohemia 
Died: May 18, 1911 Vienna, Austria-Hungary

Symphony No. 4 in G Major, arr. for chamber ensemble  
by Erwin Stein (1921)
In the last days of 1918, as Europe began its post-war recovery, Arnold 
Schoenberg wanted to ensure that the reawakening musical life of Vienna made 
room for contemporary music as well as the classics. To that end, he created the 
Society for Private Musical Performances, an extraordinary organization that 
performed 117 concerts of music “from Mahler to the present” in a four-year 
span. 

To avoid the audience disruptions that had plagued modern music 
performances across Europe, including the so-called “riot” at the Rite of Spring 
premiere five years earlier, admission was limited to Society members and 
membership itself limited to those with “genuine” interest. Cards were checked 
at the door, and both critics and applause were strictly forbidden.

The result was well worth the trouble. The Society recruited top Viennese 
musicians to meticulously rehearse and perform chamber music for up to 16 
players, including reductions of symphonies and other large-scale works. One 
such reduction was on the less modernist end of the Society’s spectrum—
Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 4, arranged on Schoenberg’s request for 16 
musicians by the Society’s assistant director Erwin Stein in 1921.

It was a daunting assignment. Reducing the instrumentation of a Mahler 
symphony is like taking half of Michelangelo’s colors away and expecting the 
Sistine Chapel. If Bach is counterpoint and Schubert is melody, Mahler is all 
about instrumental color, especially in his symphonies. The Fourth calls for a 
soprano voice, plus four flutes (two doubling piccolo), three oboes (one doubling 
English horn), three clarinets (with soprano and bass doubles), three bassoons 
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(one doubling contrabassoon), four horns, three trumpets, a wide range of 
percussion, and a full contingent of as many as 50 strings for a late Romantic 
symphony. And Mahler’s astonishing skill in using the shifting colors of this 
palette is evident from the opening bells and flutes to the kaleidoscopic Scherzo 
to the unexpected tranquility of the finale. 

A daunting assignment indeed.
But the point of the reduction was not to duplicate the original; it was to 

expose its bones, resulting in what Schoenberg called “a clarity of presentation…
often not possible in a rendition obscured by the richness of orchestration.”

The ingenious Stein arrangement was performed, well-received—and 
promptly lost.

Nearly 70 years later, in 1990, the American conductor Alexander Platt 
attempted a reconstruction of Stein’s arrangement. Though the originals were 
gone, the copy of the score of Mahler’s symphony that Stein had used still 
survived in the Schoenberg archives—complete with meticulous notes by Stein. 
Platt used the notes as prompts to reconstruct the arrangement, though reduced 
further to soprano plus 12 players: flute (doubling piccolo), oboe (doubling 
English horn), clarinet, harmonium, piano, six strings, and two percussionists. 

Gustav Mahler’s Symphony #4 is the last of his three Wunderhorn 
symphonies: his second, Third and Fourth symphonies all written in the 
decades of the 1890s, take substantial inspiration from his earlier settings of 
poems from “Des Knaben Wunderhorn,” The Youth’s Magic Horn, a collection 
of German folk poetry. Actual songs and song themes are quoted in all of them.  
As is common for Mahler (and the Romantic period generally), the symphony is 
filled with allusions—in this case to death and heaven. 

The first movement opens joyfully enough, with clanging outburstsf 
rom winds and bells that lead to a principal string theme. Several themes 
are explored in this movement, which presents a variety of emotional shifts 
while basically following the patterns of traditional sonata form, although the 
recapitulation doesn’t take the themes in the regular order.

The second movement, a macabre Scherzo, has a more clearly defined 
mood. It combines a triple-meter dance with the sound of a detuned violin 
representing Totentanz, the dance of death, an evocation of the ancient image of 
death (or the devil) playing a violin whose tunes are both seductive and sinister. 
The third movement Adagio is a set of variations on entirely different music that 
has an aura of calm and deeply lyrical serenity, though all is not quite calm, as 
the full ensemble intones a mighty climax. As the finale begins, we are once 
again shifted into a new emotional realm, one of sunshine and happiness.The 
soprano sings “Das himmlische Leben” (The Heavenly Life), representing a 
child’s view of Paradise as a realm of endless singing, dancing, and good things 
to eat.

Stein’s carefully-crafted reduction of a complicated symphony brings out 
Mahler’s lines even more dramatically, even more luminously: the sound-world 
of a master symphonist in minature. 

—Notes ©2019 by  Dale McGowan and Andrea Lamoreaux. All rights reserved
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2019–2020 SEASON SUPPORTERS
Rembrandt Chamber Musicians wishes to extend special  

gratitude to our Annual Fund Supporters.
(This list is current through September 1, 2019)

SEASON SPONSOR:
Gail Belytschko

Jim & Enna Allen
Edward J. Amrein
David & Sandra Anderson
Terry & Susan Applebaum
Andrew Baker
Michael Bass & Diane Colletti
Marcia Baylin
Herbert Beller
Michael & Margaret Bennett
Gail Belytschko
Peter Belytschko
Jeannie Bernier
Judy and Pete Bordwell
Arthur & Greer Braun
Mike & Alyssa Venere-Braun
William Buchman
Ann Burnstine
Gail & Robert Bush
Norman Clerman
Ann Cole
Calum D Cook
Harvey & Barbara Dershin
Bernard & Sally Dobroski
Donald & Antje Draganski
Allan & Ellen Drebin
Richard L. Eastline
Wayne Eisenhart
Frances Faller
Mark & Ann Feldman
Zachary Fluhr 
Carlo Franco & Randall 

Orions
Allen Frantzen
Judith Friedman
John & Cathy Garra
Mark & Lynn Gendleman
Elisabeth Geraghty
Jeffrey & Judith Gettleman
James Ginsburg & Patrice 

Michaels
Arnold & Marilyn Gombiner
Murray Gordon
Richard & Kathryn Gordon
Holly Greenhagen
David & Roz Greenstein
Guy & Joan Gunzberg
Cynthia Hallas

Carole Harmel
Jennifer Harris & Ted Kyle
Constance & Thomas Harris
Elizabeth Hart
Elizabeth Hartley
Tom & Jan Hazlett
John Henes
Robert Hiebert
Steven & Susan Holtz
Deborah Horwitz
Lois Iseminger
Basil Jacobson
Glenn Jenne
Cary Kohlenberg
Michael Kormanik
Shawna Lake
Lyudmila Lakisova
Marianne Larsen
William & Blair Lawlor
Paul Lehman & Ronna 

Stamm
Adrienne Lieberman
Nancy & Donald Macfarlane
Laura Malkin
Alan & Ann Meyers
Dennis & Peggy Michel
Irv & Baila Miller
Michael & Sandra Miller
Shayle Miller
Michael & Phyllis Mitzen
Robert & Sandra Morgan
Steven Morgan & Katie Harr
Darby Morhardt
Corinne Morrissey
Margaret Moses
William Moskoff &  

Carol Gayle
Janice Mouton
Eleanor Nicholson
Keith Norbutt & Zofia 

Furdyna
Richard Nordstrom
Charles D. O’Kieffe
Patricia & John O’Kieffe
Marlene B. Olson
David Painter
Ken Perkins
Paul Phillips & Lloyd Palmiter
Daniel Pinkert & Freddi 

Greenberg

Barbara Putta
Patrick & Barbara Rafferty
Kalman Resnick & Benetta 

Mansfield 
Audrey L. Reyonlds
Randi & Arnold Robin
Steve Robinson & Beth 

Schenker
Helene Rosenberg
Barry & Anne Sabloff
Lowell Sachnoff & Fay 

Clayton
John Sagos
Judith Sale
Joyce Saxon
Ralph Schatz
Janet Schroeder
Nathan Serlin
Kenneth Soltesz
Lynne Sorkin
Marshall Sparberg
Reva Steinberg
Marjorie Stinespring
Linda Strohl
Oscar Tatosian
Charles Tausche
Marvin & Lynn Tenenbaum
Stephen Thompson
Robert & Susan Wieseneck
Everett & Janet Zlatoff-Mirsky

IN MEMORY OF  
ROSS MEYERS 
Gail Belytschko

IN MEMORY OF  
SANDRA EIGER MILLER 
Cary Kohlenberg
Michael Miller
Aaron & Carmel Eiger 
Noah Eiger 
Teresa Soppet 
Robert & Susan Wieseneck

IN MEMORY OF ELEANOR 
NICHOLSON’S BROTHER 
Arthur & Greer Braun

IN MEMORY OF  
GEORGE BOGERT
Laura Malkin
Linda Strohl
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IN HONOR OF  
GAIL BELYTSCHKO
Greer Braun 
Wayne Eisenhart

IN HONOR OF ANN COLE 
CHICAGO A CAPELLA
Gail Belytschko
Arthur & Greer Braun
Jennifer Harris & Ted Kyle
Alan & Ann Meyer
Phyllis & Michael Mitzen
Sandra & Robert Morgan
Darby Morhardt
Eleanor Nicholson
Randi & Arnold Robin

IN HONOR OF  
SIDNEY BLOCK
Robert Hiebert

IN HONOR OF 
GUY & JOAN GUNZBERG
Richard & Kathryn Gordon

IN HONOR OF  
JENNIFER HARRIS
Holly Greenhagen

IN HONOR OF  
PHYLLIS MITZEN 
Jennifer Harris

IN HONOR OF ROBERT  
& SANDRA MORGAN
Terry & Susan Applebaum
Arnold & Randi Robin
Kalman Resnick & Benetta 

Mansfield 
Anne and Barry Sabloff

IN HONOR OF  
CHARLES O’KIEFFE
Ken Perkins

REMBRANDT STUDIO 
SPONSORS
Gail Belytschko
Robert & Sandra Morgan

CONCERT SPONSORS
Gail Belytschko
Arthur & Greer Braun
Ann Cole
Guy & Joan Gunzberg
Jan & Tom Hazlett

Alan & Ann Meyers
Michael & Phyllis Mitzen
Steven Morgan & Katie Harr
Margaret Moses
Steve Robinson & Beth 

Schenker
Anne Turner

YOUNG ARTISTS 
PROGRAM
John Alsterda 
Andrew & Susan Baker
Gail Belytschko
Ann Cole
James Ginsburg & Patrice 

Michaels
Ann & Mark Feldman
Guy & Joan Gunzberg
Constance Harris
Donald & Nancy Macfarlane
Shayle Miller
Steven Morgan
Northern Trust
Daniel Pinkert & Freddi 

Greenberg

GUEST MUSICIAN 
SPONSORSHIP
Jim & Enna Steinem Allen
Gail Belytschko
Michael & Margaret Bennett
Greer & Arthur Braun
Ann Cole
Zachary & Laura Fluhr
Guy & Joan Gunzberg
Steven Morgan & Katie Harr
Tom & Jan Hazlett
Basil & Irene Jacobson
Donald & Nancy Macfarlane
Irv Miller
Michael & Phyllis Mitzen
Margaret Moses
Patsy O’Kieffe
Marlene B. Olson
Daniel Pinkert & Freddi 

Greenberg
Patrick & Barbara Rafferty
Arnold & Randi Robin

FOUNDATIONS & GRANTS
Paul M. Angell Family 

Foundation
Chansons de Guerre Fund
Elizabeth F. Cheney 

Foundation
Evanston Community Bank 

& Trust
Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelley 

Foundation
John R. Halligan  

Charitable Fund
Illinois Arts Council
The MacArthur Funds for 

Arts & Culture at The 
Richard H. Driehaus 
Foundation

The Saints

PROGRAM SPONSORS 
Audio Consultants
Close Knit Yarn Shop 
First Bank & Trust
Hall’s Rental Service
Jan Hazlett Realty Partners
Keyth Technologies
Oboe Chicago
PM Woodwind Repair
Seman Violins
Union Pizza

GIFTS IN KIND
Allegra Marketing Print Signs
Gail Belytschko
Ann Cole
Calum Cook
Carol Cook
Greer Braun
Jennifer Harris
John Macfarlane
Darron & Kathleen McNutt
Alan Meyers
Phyllis Mitzen
Robert & Sandra Morgan
Eleanor Nicholson
Charles D. O’Kieffe
Barbara Rafferty
Randi Robin Design
The Saints
Collins Trier
Vinic Wine Company
Jeannie Yu

Every effort has been made to acknowledge the generosity of our donors correctly and 
completely. Should you discover an error or omission, please call us at 872-395-1754
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SUPPORT REMBRANDT CHAMBER  
MUSICIANS

Rembrandt Chamber Musicians relies on private support to  
fulfill the majority of its budget. If you enjoyed the concert  

please consider making a gift to ensure these programs continue. 
Your tax-deductible contribution is greatly appreciated!

Donations can be made in memory or in honor of a friend, family 
member, or loved one, and can be designated to support either a 

specific program or our general operating budget.

Yes! I want to support RCM! Please Apply My Gift To

 CONTRIBUTOR ($10–$49)  General operating support 

 FRIEND ($50–$99)  Marketing

 DONOR ($100–$299)  High School competition 

 PATRON ($300–$499)  Underwrite a concert

 SUSTAINER ($500–$999)  Sponsor a guest artist 

 ANGEL ($1000+)  In honor/memory of: 

TOTAL AMOUNT $  

 Check enclosed payable to Rembrandt Chamber Musicians

Charge to:   VISA   Mastercard   American Express

CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE CVV

SIGNATURE

 I am interested in volunteering for RCM.

 I would like to be added to the RCM mailing list and email list.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

PHONE DAY EVENING

EMAIL (addresses will not be shared)

Return this form via mail with payment to:  
Rembrandt Chamber Musicians, 1522C Greenleaf St, Evanston, IL 60202  

www.rembrandtchambermusicians.org


